BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
REGULAR MEETING AGENDA
Sunday September 18, 2016; 9:00 a.m.
Private Residence: 31030 Broad Beach Road, Malibu, CA 90265
Regular Session
1) Call to Order
2) Roll Call
3) Adoption of Agenda
Closed Session
4) Conference With Legal Counsel; Pending Litigation
(Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(1))
Conference with legal counsel: Discussion of County of Ventura and City of
Fillmore v. City of Moorpark and Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District,
Santa Barbara County Superior Court Case No. VENC100479937.
5) Conference With Legal Counsel; Anticipated Litigation
(Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(4))
In the opinion of the Board of Directors on the advice of its legal counsel, a point has
been reached where, based on the existing facts and circumstances, the District is
deciding whether to initiate litigation.
Facts and Circumstances: Dispute over the gap in the revetment seaward of 30822
Broad Beach Road (Magidson) and responsibility for fees and costs associated with
filling the gap and related activities.
6) Conference With Legal Counsel; Potential Litigation
(Gov. Code § 54956.9(d)(4))
In the opinion of the Board of Directors on the advice of its legal counsel, a point has
been reached where, based on the existing facts and circumstances, the District is
deciding whether to initiate litigation.
Facts and Circumstances: Dispute relates to ensuring proper total amount of
BBGHAD assets.
Resumption of Regular Session: approximately 10:00 a.m.
7) Approve Summary of Actions from August 28, 2016 Meeting
Staff Recommendation: Chair to conduct vote on approving Summary of Actions
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from August 2016 meeting. If passed, Chair to sign Summary of Actions.
8)

Ceremonial/Presentations
None.

9)

Consent Calendar
None.

10) Public Hearings
None.
11) Old Business
a.

Permitting and Regulatory Process Status. (Project Counsel and Engineer)
Report to include project regulatory status update, including:
(i)
Lead Agency Update
(A) CCC (and Science Advisory Panel)
1. Budget Consequences of Draft Monitoring Plan (Board
Member Marine)
(B) SLC and Army Corps.
(ii)
Responsible & Consulting Agency update: RWQCB, NMFS, Cal.
DFW, CalTrans, etc.

b.

Permitting Outreach & Strategy Update. (Project Counsel) Report to
include status update on agency advocacy, stakeholder outreach, and
related matters.

c.

BBGHAD Insurance: Update on Scope of Necessary Insurance Coverage.
(Project Counsel) Update on search for comprehensive insurance package
(D&O, property, liability), as well as protective "additional insured" and
indemnity requirements.

12) New Business
a.

Procedure for Filling Vacancy on BBGHAD Board of Directors. (Project
Counsel) Board Member Jeff Lotman has resigned due to personal
commitments. Board to receive briefing on process for replacing Board
member who resigns before expiration of term. Board may
consider resolution or motion regarding the filling of the vacancy.

b.

Project Manager Search. (Project Counsel) The Board will be updated on
the search for a new Project Manager.

13) BBGHAD Officer Report
a.
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Treasurer's Report (GHAD Treasurer)

14) BBGHAD Board Member Reports
15) Public Comment - Non-Agenda Items
Communications from the public concerning matters that are not on the agenda but
for which the BBGHAD Board has subject matter jurisdiction. The BBGHAD Board
may not act on non-agendized matters except to refer the matters to staff or schedule
the matters for a future agenda.
16) Future Meeting
Next Meetings: October 16, 2016 & November 20, 2016
Time: 9:00 a.m.
Location: TBD
17) Adjournment
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Item 7


Summary of Actions

Summary of Actions
BROAD BEACH GEOLOGIC HAZARD ABATEMENT DISTRICT
REGULAR SESSION MEETING
Sunday, August 28, 2016, 9:00 a.m.
31030 Broad Beach Road, Malibu, CA 90265
1. CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting to order at 9:06 a.m.
2. ROLL CALL
PRESENT: Chair Norton Karno, Vice Chair Marshall Grossman, Board Member Bill
Curtis (arrived 9:09 a.m.), and Board Member Jeff Marine.
ABSENT: Board Member Jeff Lotman.
BBGHAD STAFF ALSO PRESENT: Board Advisor Chris Spiros, Project Counsel Ken
Ehrlich, and Clerk/Treasurer Heike Fuchs.
3. ADOPTION OF AGENDA
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that the Agenda was posted on
August 25, 2016, at 8:30 a.m. within the BBGHAD boundaries and concurrently posted on the
BBGHAD website. Vice Chair Grossman moved to adopt the Agenda as presented. The Chair
recognized Board Member Marine, who seconded the Motion. The Motion passed 3-0 (Board
Member Curtis not yet present).
Closed Session
At 9:07 a.m. the Chair announced, without objection, that the Board would move into
Closed Session.
Board Member Marine departed the Board Meeting at 10:31 a.m.
Resumption of Regular Session
The Chair resumed Regular Session at approximately 11:00 a.m.
7. APPROVAL OF SUMMARY OF ACTIONS FROM JULY 24, 2016 MEETING
The Chair recognized Vice Chair Grossman, who moved to approve Summary of Actions
from July 24, 2016, Board Meeting. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who announced
minor corrections and edits on page #5, #6, #7 and #8. Project Counsel added that he received a
request from Mr. Max Factor to change the Summary of Actions as it relates to Mr. Factor's July
24, 2016 comments on the BBGHAD's course of action relating to the SAP. Project Counsel
stated that he incorporated the changes submitted by Mr. Factor to accurately reflect Mr. Factor’s
statement. The Chair recognized Vice Chair Grossman, who amended his motion to include the
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corrections and additions announced by Project Counsel. Board Member Curtis seconded the
Motion, and the Motion passed 3-0.
8. CEREMONIAL/PRESENTATIONS
None.
9. CONSENT CALENDAR
None.
10. PUBLIC HEARINGS
None.
11. OLD BUSINESS
a.

Permitting and Regulatory Process Status.
(i)

Lead Agency update: CCC, SLC, and Army Corps.

SLC
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who informed the Board that the BBGHAD
received approval from the SLC on August 9, 2016 on a 3-0 vote. Project Counsel thanked the
Finegood family and all the other homeowners for attending the meeting in support of the
Project. Project Counsel further added that the Lease has not yet been received from SLC staff.
Project Counsel asserted that SLC Commissioners thanked the BBGHAD for the Project.
Project Counsel stated that the BBGHAD has now approval from two (2) major state agencies,
CCC and SLC. Board Member Curtis congratulated the BBGHAD on the success achieved at
the hearing.
CCC
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that the CCC process continues
with the SAP, and the 7th SAP meeting was rescheduled for Friday, September 1, 2016.
Project Counsel stated the SAP remains a significant concern as the BBGHAD and the SAP
have not yet agreed upon a habitat monitoring and mitigation plan—and the BBGHAD has no
budget estimate for implementing the habitat monitoring plan. Project Counsel reported that
the Board Packet contains a "white paper" drafted by BBGHAD biologist Keith Merkel and
presented to CCC staff in a lengthy August 23, 2016 meeting.
Project Counsel stated that the August 23, 2016 meeting presented the BBGHAD staff
with an opportunity to voice concerns with the SAP and discuss potential methods to attempt to
control the SAP’s monitoring and possible mitigation costs. Project Counsel briefed the Board
that Mr. Jack Ainsworth was unable to participate in this meeting, but Mr. Steve Hudson
attended, along with multiple CCC staff colleagues. At the meeting, Mr. Hudson attempted to
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manage BBGHAD concerns with the SAP by stating that CCC staff: a) intends to control and
approve SAP recommendations, b) strongly wants habitat monitoring to occur this Fall 2016
(establishing the Fall data baseline) and for nourishment to start in Fall 2017. Project Counsel
referred to SAP meeting reports included in the Board Packet and highlighted that completion
of two of the CCC's Prior to Issuance condition plans remains contingent on finalizing a sand
source. Consequently, until the BBGHAD finalizes a sand source, these reports cannot be
completed. Project Counsel further reported that every other report is on track to be completed
on time, the BBGHAD proposed Dune Plan has been presented to CCC, and has received
initial support from the CCC dune consultant.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who asked Project Counsel about his
opinion on Mr. Hudson’s comment “not to be concerned about the SAP becoming an
uncontrollable situation on costs”. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who explained that
many stakeholders from various state, regional, and federal agencies participate in SAP
meetings—and the stakeholders have various and differing interests. Project Counsel opined
that some stakeholders may not want the Project to go forward, but Mr. Hudson stated that the
CCC supports the Project. Project Counsel added his belief that the BBGHAD should remain
directly involved in this process to attempt to guide the SAP on a realistic scope of work, costs
and have more meetings with CCC staff until the mitigation plans are done and approved—
particularly relating to calculations of Project impacts.
The Chair recognized Ms. Finegood, who inquired about the particular objections of the
SAP. The Chair responded that the objections are covered in the reports included in the Board
Packet and directed Ms. Finegood to the BBGHAD website as it is very time consuming to
cover the scientific specifics in the Board Meeting.
The Chair stated that he concurs with Board Member Curtis’ implicit skepticism of the
SAP process and Senior CCC Senior staff’s assurance that they will prevent the Project from
becoming cost prohibitive for the BBGHAD. The Chair further reminded the Board that
similar statements were made by the CCC prior to the CCC hearing last year, but consequently
did not always receive support as promised by some of the Senior CCC staff. The Chair urged
the BBGHAD collectively to prevent the SAP to become a financially uncontrollable situation,
consequently causing to terminate the Project.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who inquired about the decision making
process of the SAP. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who responded that only the three
(3) SAP members are decision makers, but ultimately the CCC takes the recommendations
from the SAP members and then makes final decisions/rules. The Chair recognized Board
Member Curtis, who inquired about a timeframe of the final decision-making. The Chair
recognized Project Counsel, who responded that, in his opinion, within the next 2 to 3 SAP
meetings, the monitoring and mitigation plan drafts are going to be finished by BBGHAD
consultant Merkel and presented to CCC staff. Project Counsel further added that BBGHAD
should continue to advocate for the monitoring plans acceptable to the BBGHAD in terms of
costs, scope of work, and the definition of the impact. This should be a critical issue for the
next two (2) SAP meetings.
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The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who asked if BBGHAD staff needs
guidance or if Project Counsel would like for the Board Members to attend the SAP meetings.
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who responded that the Board remains welcome to
participate in the meetings, which are not open to the public, but stated that he is not looking
for guidance at this point. The Chair recognized the Vice Chair, who asked if it would be
helpful to staff for the Board to participate in the SAP meetings. The Chair recognized Project
Counsel, who responded that, in his opinion, at this time it is unnecessary, but for future
meetings with Senior CCC staff, Project Counsel will reevaluate and seek guidance from the
Board.
The Chair asked Project Counsel if he is comfortable with the current BBGHAD
representatives at the SAP meetings to advocate the BBGHAD’s position regarding scope of
work, costs, and impact definition. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who informed the
Board that consultant Keith Merkel, Moffatt & Nichol’s Tonia McMahon and, consultant
Richard Beck of MBI International, and Project Counsel typically attend on the BBGHAD's
behalf. Project Counsel further added that sufficient coverage and representation exists at the
meetings, and does not believe that input from Board Members would make a difference to any
of the scientist and/or bureaucrats at the meetings at this time. Project Counsel further added
that Board’s guidance and input will be critical following the next round of meetings with
Senior CCC staff.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who asked if any of the BBGHAD staff
are conflicted in so far as the Project becomes bigger their income increases. The Chair
recognized Project Counsel, who responded that, in his opinion, they are not.
The Chair recognized Alan Mark, who inquired if the Malibu West Swim Club is part
of the BBGHAD and if it supports the Project. The Chair responded that the Malibu West
Swim Club and its members are collectively a part of the BBGHAD and there suggests that
they are hostile as a group. The Chair added that Mr. Spiros participates as an advisor to the
Board, and Malibu West is current on assessment payments. The Chair recognized Chris
Spiros, who stated that Malibu Swim Club has not questioned the individual Malibu West
homeowners and, therefore, he cannot determine if the majority supports this Project or not.
The Chair recognized Max Factor III, who asked if the recent judgment in an Orange
County Superior Court case against the CCC in favor of a property owner who sought to
rebuild a damaged seawall strengthens the BBGHAD’s position. The Chair recognized Project
Counsel, who responded that the case is interesting and pro-property rights, but BBGHAD
Project has already been permitted. Project Counsel further reported that this ruling shows that
courts may view shoreline protection devices differently than the CCC. Project Counsel
further added that another case, Lynch v. CCC, is pending before the California Supreme
Court, which may have a stronger impact on the CCC's powers regarding shoreline protective
devices than the recent trial court decision.
Army Corps
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is the primary agency which has not yet issued its necessary permit to the
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BBGHAD. Project Counsel summarized an August 8th, 2016 meeting with Army Corps staff,
including regulatory supervisor Aaron Allen. At this meeting Army Corps staff confirmed
that: 1) the BBGHAD alternative analysis is complete, 2) the Army Corps is currently inclined
to issue an Environmental Assessment as the NEPA compliance document as opposed to an
Environmental Impact Statement, but no final decision has been made and, 3) the Army Corps
will accept BBGHAD assistance in completing pending essential fish and biological
consultations with separate federal agencies. Project Counsel further stated that the U.S. Army
Corps and BBGHAD appear to agree on a framework for finalizing the Project's federal
permitting.
Project Counsel further summarized the latest phone conference hosted by
Congressman Lieu's office with the following participants: BBGHAD, Army Corps, NMFS,
and NOAA. In this call, NMFS and NOAA confirmed that they have all of the current
BBGHAD Project materials on hand, including the Alternative 4C documents. Project Counsel
further stated that the BBGHAD should expect a favorable Biological Opinion finding no
significant impacts to any species. Project Counsel added that NMFS will present a greater
challenge based on its July 11, 2016 letter in the Board Packet. Project Counsel stated that the
BBGHAD staff intends to forward its response letter by September 2, 2016. Further, the
BBGHAD intends to submit a draft Environmental Assessment to the Army Corps in the next
week.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who asked to give more detail on NMFS'
involvement in the Project. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who explained that the
NMFS does not issue a Project, but instead consults with the Army Corps as part of the Army
Corps' permitting process. NMFS has jurisdiction over essential fish habitat (EFH), which
covers the intertidal area where the water meets the sand and seaward from there. Project
Counsel stated that NMFS asserts in its July 11, 2016 letter, without specification, that the
BBGHAD Project will adversely affect fish life in these areas, and consequently recommends
mitigation. Project Counsel further stated that the BBGHAD is responding in writing to all of
NMFS' arguments.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who inquired if NMFS seeks to stop the
Project or to argue for significant mitigation. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who
responded that the agency seeks mitigation. Project Counsel further explained that, if the
Army Corps disagrees with NMFS’ recommendation, an agency-to-agency consultation
process begins. Project Counsel further opined that he does not know the scope and breadth of
the agency-to-agency consultation required, but has been informed by the BBGHAD technical
staff that NMFS has been less vocal in the past two SAP.
(ii)
Responsible & Consulting Agency update: RWQCB, NMFS, Cal. DFW,
CalTrans, etc.
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that staff continues to
communicate with various RWQCB staff members regarding the Section 401 water quality
certification, and has been informed that the RWQCB is on the same timeframe as the Army
Corps. The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who inquired what the projection for the RWQCB
approval is. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who responded that the RWQCB appears
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to agree with Army Corps’ framework and scheduling, which means the BBGHAD should
expect RWQCB to process its permit by the end of 2016.
b.

Permitting Outreach & Strategy Update.

The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that entitlements are required from
Caltrans and the City of Malibu for a temporary signal at PCH and Guernsey. Project Counsel
recommended expediting this process at this time to ensure that the BBGHAD obtains all
permits for the scheduled Fall 2017 beach nourishment. The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who
asked what Project Counsel proposes. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who suggested
to have Moffat & Nichol, BBGHAD traffic engineer, meet with the City of Malibu and
Caltrans to discuss and confirm the plan. The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who asked if
Project Counsel needs support from the homeowners association. The Chair recognized
Project Counsel, who responded that he welcomes support from neighbors and the TPOA, but
no other assistance is needed at the present time.
The Chair recognized the Vice Chair, who asked Project Counsel to explain to the
public why the beach nourishment has been delayed. The Chair recognized Project Counsel,
who explained that the CCC staff advised BBGHAD staff in late June 2016 that, due to the
incomplete status of the Habitat Monitoring & Mitigation Plan as of June 30, 2016 (the
deadline for establishing a Spring data baseline), the BBGHAD could not nourish the beach
until September 2017 at the earliest. The Chair added that the CCC staff unilaterally decided
to postpone the Project due to the incomplete status of the Habitat Monitoring Plan. The Chair
further explained that the CCC controls the timing of the process and the BBGHAD was not
allowed to complete the process on time.
The Chair stated that the most frustrating part of the SAP process is missing the
deadlines for the Prior-to-Issuance conditions of the Project's Coastal Development Permit due
to the SAP trying to impose a more extensive and expansive monitoring plan that would cost
approximately $10 million every 10 years. The Chair stated that the Board and staff continue
to fight the battle to keep the monitoring plan within the BBGHAD's budget, and seek a final
agreement with the CCC staff as soon as possible.
The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who further explained that the SAP is comprised of
scientists who look at the Project as a rare opportunity to turn it into an extensive and costly
science project. As a result, the BBGHAD attempts to cut down the monitoring plan in terms
of size, time and expense.
The Chair recognized Matt Finegood, who inquired if the BBGHAD has a proposed
plan for the physical implementation of the Project. The Chair recognized Project Counsel,
who responded affirmatively, explaining that the agencies have the BBGHAD’s engineering
plans and the plans are also available on the BBGHAD website. Project Counsel offered to
discuss this further after the Board meeting.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who asked if the BBGHAD is confident
about meeting the fall data baseline testing. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who
responded that the BBGHAD technical consultant, Keith Merkel, believes that the BBGHAD
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will reach agreement with the SAP on the Habitat Monitoring & Mitigation Plan, which will
allow the BBGHAD to complete the Fall testing on/or before November 30, 2016. The Chair
recognized Vice Chair, who asked Project Counsel if the costs are going to be included in the
finalized plan. Project Counsel responded affirmatively stating that the budget will be included
in the plan and BBGHAD consultant Keith Merkel is responsible for producing the plan and
the implementation cost estimate.
c.

BBGHAD Insurance

The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who updated recent activity on appropriate types
and the limits of insurance coverage for the BBGHAD and the Board. Project Counsel
reported, that he spoke with various insurers created by the state of California, recommended
by Michael Colantuono, to determine if they would insure the BBGHAD. Project Counsel
explained that he contacted two (2) different insurance pools who represent Special
Assessment districts, but both insurance pools denied coverage to the BBGHAD on the basis
that they do not insure GHADs.
Project Counsel further reported that BBGHAD Manager ENGEO recommended that
the BBGHAD join the state GHAD trade group for a nominal fee of approximately $250/year
and, in return, the BBGHAD would receive insurance coverage including property, liability,
and D&O coverage. The typical coverage limits provided through the trade group's carrier are
lower than the $10 million sought by the BBGHAD. Project Counsel stated that the BBGHAD
awaits a quote from the trade group's insurer. The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who stated
that, in general, sovereign immunity offers very high protection within California.
The Chair recognized Project Counsel who recommended to re-new the AON
application to continue the BBGHAD’s current D&O coverage. Project Counsel informed the
Board that, if the BBGHAD cancels the current insurance policy if coverage is obtained
through the trade group, the BBGHAD would receive a pro rata refund of the insurance
premium. The Board instructed Treasurer to renew the AON policy and process the payment.
12. New Business
a.

Consideration of Potential New Project Manager

The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who reported that Mark Goss resigned as
Project Manager at the end of July. Project Counsel further stated that the BBGHAD staff
learned that the Project Manager received double compensation for the month of March 2016.
Upon questioning from BBGHAD staff, Mr. Goss admitted the receipt of double payment and
resigned as the Project Manager. The BBGHAD is pursuing Mr. Goss to repay the double
payment, which totals $10,000.00. The BBGHAD is soliciting input on the skill set necessary
for a new Project Manager.
The Chair recognized the Vice Chair, who stated that the BBGHAD may not require a
new Project Manager immediately considering the current status of the permitting process.
The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who generally agreed but stressed the need for a
Project Manager for the commercial and administrative aspects of the Project.
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Recommendations received from Project Engineer Russ Boudreau underscore the need for a
significant construction management background, project management background, and
thorough experience in the trucking industry.
The Chair recognized Board Member Curtis, who recommended not waiting to hire a
Project Manager as the BBGHAD should allow time for the new Project Manager to get
familiar with the Project. The Chair stated that he concurs with the Vice Chair that the Project
Manager is not indispensable for the permitting process, but opined that the BBGHAD is
concurrently focusing on sand procurement from different sources and related transportation
costs, and, therefore, a time constraint exists and the BBGHAD should not delay the hiring of
a Project Manager. Board Member Curtis also suggested hiring a recruiter to generate and
evaluate candidates.
MOTION: The Chair recognized the Vice Chair, who moved, and Board Member
Curtis seconded, to: a) direct the Clerk/Treasurer to conduct research and propose potential
recruiters for the Board's review and consideration; b) concurrently encourage BBGHAD staff
to solicit candidates from all sources, including current consultants and sub-consultants for the
position of Project Manager; c) encourage staff to solicit assistance from BBGHAD owners
with expertise in this area; and d) direct Project Counsel to create and circulate a proposed job
description for the Project Manager position. Hearing no further debate, the Chair called the
question. The motion passed 3-0.
13. BBGHAD Officer Reports
a. Project Manager Report
None.
b. Treasurer's Report
The Treasurer reported that, as of August 23, 2016, the BBGHAD’s cash balance was
$3,408,295.91 and estimated that unpaid bills amount to $719,446.57.
14. BBGHAD Board Member Reports
None.
15. PUBLIC COMMENT
The Chair recognized Board Advisor Chris Spiros, who stated that Martin Curtin of
Curtin Maritime Construction contacted him to discuss the use of Curtin Maritime-controlled
barges to deliver sand to the beach. Mr. Spiros inquired why the Board chose not to consider this
option of sourcing sand offshore. The Chair recognized Project Counsel, who stated that the
BBGHAD had numerous conversations with Mr. Curtin and others in connection with offshore
delivery of sand for the Project. Project Counsel further stated that the discussions never
materialized because the Project lies within a Marine Protected Area (MPA) and an Area of
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Special Biological Significance (ASBS), and multiple agency staffs and environmental groups
stated that they would oppose the offshore landing for the Project. Project Counsel further
reported that the BBGHAD staff told Mr. Curtin that, if he can find a way to overcome these
issues with the regulatory agencies and environmental groups, BBGHAD staff would welcome a
proposal from Mr. Curtin or any other offshore sand provider. The Chair added that, in or about
2013, the BBGHAD considered various sources of offshore sand sources and landing the sand
from offshore—and ceased such consideration once it became known that the permitting and
regulatory agencies would oppose this practice. The Chair and Vice Chair also explained of
previous, failed Board efforts to use offshore sand sources for the Project.
The Chair recognized Ms. Finegood, who noted additional, new sand at Zuma Beach and
dunes are built overnight. The Chair recognized Vice Chair, who explained that the County of
Los Angeles has a renewable license and the sand is placed in front of their Lifeguard structures
to protect them. Project Counsel added that he thinks LA County moves the sand from the lower
part of the beach. The Chair recognized Ms. Theresa Finegood, who asked if the dunes built at
Zuma Beach impacts the Broad Beach Project. The Chair responded that BBGHAD studies and
others reveal that sand at Broad Beach typically moves down the coast from west to east, and
that Zuma Beach constitutes the most direct beneficiary of the Project other than BBGHAD
owners.
16. FUTURE MEETING
The Chair suggested future meetings for September 18, 2016, and October 16, 2016, both
to start at 9:00 a.m. The Chair instructed the Clerk/Treasurer to confer with Board Members
regarding their availability for November and December 2016, and with the Malibu West Swim
Club for available dates for room rental in November/December 2016.
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17. ADJOURNMENT
Vice Chair Grossman moved, and Board Member Curtis seconded, to adjourn the
meeting. Hearing no objections, the Chair called the question and the motion passed 3-0. The
meeting was adjourned at 12:33 p.m.

Approved and adopted by the Broad Beach GHAD
Board on__________________________, 2016

__________________________
NORTON KARNO, Chair

ATTEST:

__________________________
HEIKE FUCHS, Clerk
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BROAD BEACH RESTORATION PROJECT STATUS REPORT – September 18, 2016
CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION (CCC)



•
•
•

Jurisdiction: Coastal Development Permit (CDP)
10/9/15: CDP with condition modifications approved at CCC hearing.
o BBGHAD proposed revetment alignment (Alt 4C) accepted.
o Public access compromise identified.
Notice of Intent and Final Condition language dated 1/11/16 and received 1/29/16
Matrix prepared for "Prior to Issuance" conditions; proposed completion: Fall 2016
3/11/16: Received MN proposal for completion of "prior to issuance" conditions
6/26/16: CCC/SAP rejects BBGHAD monitoring proposal and cancels nourishment for 2016/17.
8/23/16: Meeting with CCC staff re SAP progress, definition of "impacts", and MHMMP

CALIFORNIA STATE LANDS COMMISSION (CSLC)






Jurisdiction: Lease and certification of APTR
September 11, 2015: CSLC issued letter deeming the BBGHAD application (in support of
updated project Alt 4C) incomplete.
2/9/16: BBGHAD response to SLC lease letter sent.
5/20/16: Mtg with SLC staff
August 6, 2016: SLC approved Project and Lease

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS (USACE)















Jurisdiction: National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Compliance and certification; Section 10
and 404 permits
Degree of NEPA compliance: Unknown. BBGHAD advocating for EA.
Public Notice process complete.
November 5, 2014: USACE initiated contact with tribal communities re cultural resource issues.
USACE to submit cultural records search results to SHPO.
August 5, 2015: Team submitted 404b(1) alternatives analysis to USACE; supplemented Jan
2016 in response to questions posed in 10/15.
September 21, 2015: USACE initiated formal consultation with USFWS.
November 2015: Cultural investigation records search and pedestrian survey requested by
USACE completed.
2/15/16: BBGHAD received Draft Biological Opinion from USFWS.
3/18/16: Technical Decision Makers meeting with Congressman Ted Lieu and Colonel Gibbs.
June 2016: Revetment mitigation negotiations complete; ACE begins participating in SAP.
7/11/16: NMFS issues letter re incomplete EFH consultation; BBGHAD response in process.
8/11/16: Meeting with senior USACE staff re finalizing permitting process; staff confirmed altvs.
complete.
9/2/16: BBGHAD submitted response to 7/11/16 NMFS letter.
9/4/16: BBGHAD submitted draft EA to Army Corps.

REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD (RWQCB)


Jurisdiction: 401 certification and, potentially, waste discharge requirements (WDRs)
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Jan. 2016: BBGHAD submitted draft Water Quality Certification. RWQCB staff review in
progress.
July 2016: BBGHAD contacted EO to expedite review and processing.
Aug 2016: RWQCB staff anticipates Fall 2016 certification.

CALTRANS




Jurisdiction: Encroachment permit for temporary traffic signal on PCH
Requires full engineering of the signal, a deceleration lane, an access to the west Zuma lot, and
an egress point out of the west Zuma lot.
11/14/14: Permit package issued. Permit to be revised based on latest traffic plan.

LA COUNTY DEPT OF BEACHES AND HARBORS






Jurisdiction: Owner of Zuma Parking Lot 12 (Project Staging Area); BBGHAD needs Right of Entry
Permit to use parking lot; LACDBH also coordinates with Caltrans and City of Malibu on traffic
issues.
Right of Entry Permit Application to be submitted. GHAD Counsel advised holding off on
submitting LA County permit application until dates of construction are better defined
(dependent on timing of all other permits).
Permit pending progress w/CCC and USACE.

CITY OF MALIBU
• Once construction start date solidified, will coordinate re traffic permits etc.
CONSULTING AND COORDINATING AGENCIES
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), & SM Bay
Restoration Commission (SMBRC)





Jurisdiction: No discretionary permits, but consult with and provide input to permitting agencies.
NMFS: Essential Fish Habitat consultation pending; BBGHAD response submitted 9/2/16.
CDFW: Responsible for Marine Protective Areas (MPAs), including that off Broad Beach. Rep.
part of SAP group. Concerned with Project effects on MPA - subtidal, intertidal, and turbidity. .
Table below shows primary concerns with selected agencies:
Agency
USACE

Next Action
Formal consultation by
NMFS and CDFW.

CCC

Submittal of final
design reports prior to
permit issuance.
Review of final Project
(Alt 4C) items
APTR review

SLC
RWQCB

Concern
NEPA : Possibility that EIS will replace EA;
ACE appears agreeable to integrating
mitigation into adaptive management
program; EFH and BO pending.
Substantial liaison with Science Advisory
Panel (SAP) required to finalize monitoring
and dune plans prior to permit issuance.
Approved 8/9/16.
Potential for request of RWQCB-specific
additional info.
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PERMIT SCHEDULE STATUS AS OF 9/18/16

Review/Negotiation of Permit
Conditions/SAP
BBGHAD completion of "Prior to
Issuance" Conditions
Permit Issue
Lease App. Completeness Notice

5-6 months

COMPLETION DATE (earliest
possible)
October 9, 2015. CDP
approved with edits to
condition language
Fall 2016

5-6 months

October 2016?

1-2 months
1 month

Fall 2016?
November 13, 2015

3 months - ongoing
1 day
1 month
1 week
2 months
120 days (legal
maximum)

N/A
Approved: 8/9/16
Fall 2016
Fall 2016
August 5, 2015; supp 1/16/16
SUBMITTED & COMPLETE
February 2016- Draft Bio
Opinion issued; Final pending

2 months
1 week
2 weeks

October 2016
November 2016
October-November 2016

CALTRANS

Lease Negotiations
Commission consideration
Issue Final Lease
Lease Signature
Submit 404b(1) alternatives
analysis
End formal biological
consultations with CDFW re
snowy plover
Finalize EA1
Issue Draft Permit
Review/Negotiation of Draft
Permit Conditions
Issue Final Permit
Submit draft 401 Certification
Negotiate 404/WDRs
RWQCB approval of 404/WDRs
Encroachment Permit

1 week
3 weeks
2 month
1-2 months
4.5 months

November 2016
January 2016
Aug-Oct 2016
Nov 2016
November 2014 ISSUED

LA COUNTY

Parking Lot Permit

1 month

Unknown

Traffic/signal approvals

Unknown

Unknown

AGENCY
CCC

SLC

USACE

RWQCB

CITY MALIBU

1

ACTION
Commission consideration

DURATION
ESTIMATE
1 day

Longer duration if EIS is required.
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Item 11b

Invoice for yearly back rent payment due to SLC

US Fish & Wildlife Service’s 9/16/16 Updated
Biological Opinion:
“ it is the Service’s biological opinion that the Malibu
Broad Beach Shoreline Protection Project, as
proposed, is not likely to result in the destruction or
adverse modification of critical habitat of the western
snowy plover.”

_____
_

United States Department of the Interior
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
Ventura fish and Wildlife Office
2493 Portola Road, Suite B
Ventura, California 93003

I I1:-i J

IN REPLY REFER TO:
O8EVENOO-20 I 6-TA-0607

September 16, 2016
Daniel P. Swenson, D. Env.
North Coast Branch Regulatory Division
Los Angeles, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 930
Los Angeles, California 90017
Subject:

Draft Biological Opinion for the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline Protection
Project, Malibu, California

Dear Dr. Swenson:
At your request, we are providing a second draft of the Biological Opinion for the Broad Breach
Shoreline Protection Project in Malibu, California, for your review and comment. A first draft
was provided to you in february 2016. We based this draft document on the information
provided by you and your staff, the applicant, and information available in our files. We would
appreciate your review of the document in its entirety with emphasis on the description of the
proposed action, which has changed since the first draft. We also suggest that you carefully
review the incidental take statement, reasonable and prudent measures, terms and conditions, and
reporting requirements.
We appreciate the cooperation your staff has provided during development of this biological
opinion, and we look forward to working with you to finalize this consultation. If you have any
questions, please contact Rick Farris of my staff at (805) 644-1766, extension 316.
Sincerely,

Stephen P. Henry
field Supervisor

IN REPLY REFER TO:
O$EVENOO-20 I 6-TA-0607

Daniel P. Swenson, D. Env.
North Coast Branch Regulatory Division
Los Angeles, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
915 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 930
Los Angeles, California 90017
Subject:

Draft Biological Opinion on the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline Protection
Project, Malibu, California (2015-F-0168)

Dear Dr. Swenson:
r

This document transmits the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (Service) draft biological opinion
based on our review of the proposed issuance of a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ (Corps)
permit, pursuant to section 404 of the Clean Water Act, for the Broad Beach Geologic Hazard
Abatement District (BBGHAD) to implement the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline Protection
Project and its effects on the federally threatened western snowy plover (Charadrius nivosus
nivosus) and its critical habitat, in accordance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). We received your request for formal
consultation on November 5, 2014. We received your revised and final determinations and all
remaining necessary information for formal consultation by electronic mail on September 21,
2015.
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We have based this biological opinion on information that accompanied your November 5, 2014,
request for consultation, including the Public Notice of the application for a Corps’ permit for the
Broad Beach Project (Corps 2014); a monitoring report for western snowy plover at Broad Beach
during placement of rip-rap along Broad Beach by the Chambers Group (Chambers Group
2010); the Corps’ responses to the Service’s request for additional information (Rogers, B.,
Corps, in litt. 2015); correspondences between the Service and Corps; the Corps’ revised, final
determinations for formal consultation in an electronic mail, dated September 21, 2015; and
information in our files. We can make a complete record of this consultation available at the
Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office.
Consultation History

November 5, 2014: We received your initial request for formal consultation and associated
documents.
March 20, 2015: We sent an e-mail to the Corps asking you to clarify conflicting statements in
those documents regarding the level of effects to western snowy plover individuals associated
with implementation of the proposed project.
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May 1, 2015: We received an email from the Corps clarifying your determination that the
proposed Project may affect, but was not likely to adversely affect the western snowy plover.
You also included additional measures proposed by the BBGHAD intended to minimize effects
to the western snowy plover.

May 15, 2015: We sent you an e-mail, followed by a letter dated June 3, 2015, notifying you
that even with the additional protective measures, we did not concur with your determination that
the proposed project was not likely to adversely affect the western snowy plover.
June 15, 2015: During a phone conversation between staff, thCorps informed us that internal
discussions with leadership needed to occur before we continued with the consultation. The
Corps said that we should not work on the Malibu Broad Beach Project consultation until we
heard back from you with your determination of effects for western snowy plover.
August 4, 2015: We received an e-mail from the Corps inquiring about the status of the
consultation.
•.

August 31, 2015: We responded to you in an e-mail that we were waiting to hear from the Corps
regarding your determinations. In that correspondence, we proposed additional measures that, if
implemented during the project activities, would avoid adverse effects to western snowy plovers.
August 31, 2015: We received an e-mail from the Corps notifying us that you would check with
the applicant to see if they could implement our proposed avoidance measures.
September 21, 2015: We received your revised and final determinations in an e-mail indicating
that the proposed project was likely to adversely affect the western snowy plover and its critical
habitat.
September 29, 2015: We sent a letter acknowledging receipt of the Corps’ request for initiation
of formal consultation regarding your issuance of a permit for the proposed Malibu Broad Beach
Shoreline Protection Project and its adverse effects to western snowy plover and its critical
habitat.
.

February 10, 2016: We submitted a draft biological opinion for the Corps’ review.
1

April 27, 2016: The Corps submitted its comments on the draft biological opinion. At the same
time, the Corps submitted a revised project description that differed substantially from that
analyzed in our draft biological opinion.
May 16, 2016: The Corps inquired about the status of the consultation via email. We replied
that we were reviewing the comments on the draft biological opinion and reviewing the revised
project description.
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June 3, 2016: The Corps submitted additional information related to the consultation.
June 23, 2016: The Corps submitted additional information related to project description of the
consultation.
July 1, 2016: We contacted the Corps with questions regarding new information. We asked if
any more changes to the project description were going to be made. We explained that we had
very limited resources and would prefer to work on the biological opinion when the preferred
alternative had been selected in order to avoid duplication of efforts. The Corps explained that
we had all the information they had and it was unknown what the final alternative would be.
August 4, 2016: We participated in a call with Congressman Lieu’s office, led by the Corps,
regarding this consultation. We learned that the preferred alternative, which was substantially
different from the project description we had been working from, had been selected in the fall of
2015. We requested the final project description and any other information relevant to the
consultation.
August 11, 2016: The Corps submitted via CD and e-mail documents related to the preferred
alternative, which constitutes the Project Description.

BIOLOGICAL OPINION
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The project site is in the City of Malibu, Los Angeles County (Figure 1). It extends for
approximately 6,000 feet from Lechuza Point on the west, to the Trancas Creek Lagoon on the
east (bordering Zuma Beach) (Figure 2). The BBGHAD submitted an application for the Corps’
authorization to discharge fill material to implement the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline
Protection Project to import and distribute non-native sand fill material for beach nourishment.
The concept is that by broadening the existing beach with imported sand, covering
existing/relocated revetment, and creating dunes on the upper beach, the tides that now inundate
the entire beach up to the hardened revetment, would be kept farther from existing structures
(Figure 3).
The activities would include the following sequence of events, some of which may occur
concurrently:
•

Transporting of beach and dune building sand via truck from inland quarry sites;

•

Redistributing the sand as needed with earthmoving equipment, such as bulldozers, and
grading the beach fills to required dimensions;
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•

Annual redistribution of the sand from the wide reach of the beach to the narrow reach
using heavy equipment such as scrapers and bull dozers; and

•

future re-nourishment episodes triggered by specific site conditions and objective
factors.

The documents related to this project provide substantial detail as to cubic yards of material,
types of equipment used, profiles of beaches, protection of septic systems, and more. For the
purposes of this biological opinion, most of that detail is irrelevant to our analysis of the effects
of the action on the western snowy plover. Our concerns are how the activities may affect
individual western snowy plovers, and how the overall habitat changes will affect the species
relative to its rangewide condition. Therefore, the following description of the proposed action
takes a broader overview and does not reiterate exhaustive detail.
Components of the Proposed Project
Beach Nourishment

The BBGHAD proposes to conduct 4 “Major Nourishment” events over the 20 years of the
project. These would occur at approximately 5-year intervals, with 300,000 cubic yards (cy) of
sand placed in year 0 and another 300,000 cy placed approximately 5 years later. Two more
“Major Nourishments,” would occur at approximately year 10 and year 15, as needed in
accordance with objective triggers (i.e., beach profiles, elevations). The Project would be
monitored regularly, assessed every 5 years, and modified as required upon permitting by all
agencies Essentially, this beach nourishment and the subsequent spreading of the imported sand
would cover the entirety of the existing beach and the rock revetment that currently provides
some protection to the homes along Broad Beach, from Lechuza Point to the Trancas Lagoon.
The BBGHAD defines the “inland” portion of the Project as sections of the sand transport route
and the borrow site(s) of one to three quarries (Figure 4). The sand transport route includes the
Pacific coastline section of State Route 1 (Pacific Coast Highway [PCH]) to the beach site and
the routes to and from each of the quarries. The three privately owned quarries are located
inland in Ventura County and include CEMEX, Grimes Rock, and P.W. Gillibrand. The
quarries are located in the Moorpark/Simi area of Simi Valley and are approximately 40 to 45
miles away from Broad Beach (figure 3).
-

The imported sand would be stockpiled at two locations comprising 4.9 acres near Zuma Beach
Parking Lot 12, at the eastern end of the Project area. From there, the sand would be transported
by heavy equipment to Broad Beach for distribution.
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Beach and Dune Design and Dune Habitat Restoration

Sand from the beach nourishment activities would be used to create new dunes, beach berm, and
beach face occupying up to 24.3 acres. The proposed sand dunes would emulate existing dunes
at the east end of the Project. The top of the rock revetment would be buried beneath at least 2
and up to 5 feet of sand. The new post-construction dry sand beach berm would extend seaward
of the dunes by 60 to 75 feet. At its widest point, the combined new beach and dune system
would extend for 240 feet seaward from approximately the top of the rock revetment to the surf
zone on the face of the beach berm.
Due to predicted impacts, the proposed Project has been designed to avoid direct placement of
beach and dune building material on sensitive habitat, including rocky intertidal, rocky outcrops,
offshore reef, associated surf grass habitat, and the “boulder field” centered seaward of
approximately 3141$ Broad Beach Road. These are not areas typically used by western snowy
plovers, which prefer the sandy beach and dune habitats, as described in the Status of the Species
section.
Adaptive Management Actions

The BBGHAD also proposes to conduct smaller-s
backpassing (movement of sand) from
wider reaches of the beach to narrower reaches of the beach according to certain objective
triggers, with the frequency not expected to exceed one time per year. During backpassing,
heavy equipment (i.e., scrapers, bulldozers) would excavate sand from the downdrift “sand rich”
end of Broad Beach and transport the sand back to the eroding updrifi end of Broad Beach
(anticipated to be the eastern and western reaches, respectively). Each backpassing event would
occur over up to 3 weeks and would involve moving sand from the eastern reaches of Broad
Beach to the western reaches by Lechuza Point. This would “replace” or move back up coast a
portion of the sand estimated lost from Broad Beach each year due to normal coastal erosion.
In the event that insufficient sand volume exists for backpassing, the BBGHAD would complete
“Interim Nourishnents” and “Erosion Nourishments” to maintain sufficient sandy beach over the
Project length to bury any exposed rock revetment and maintain lateral public access to the
maximum extent practical. The frequency and volume of these Interim or Erosion nourishments
would be determined by certain additional objective triggers, and subject to availability of
additional BBGHAD funding.
Summary of Beach Nourishment and Maintenance Activities
The Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline Protection Project, from initial beach nourishment, through
ongoing maintenance and subsequent nourishment actions, would essentially result in the
covering of exiting beach areas with imported sand. New dune habitat would be created and
protected, and the existing beach would be broadened. Over the projected 20 years of the
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project, some areas of the beach would be repeatedly disturbed by backpassing, supplemental
nourishments, and other efforts to maintain the protection afforded the residences along the
beach. While some areas, such as the restored dune habitat, are intended to remain static, given
the current rate of erosion, the probability that sea level rise associated with climate change will
exacerbate the erosion, and that El Niño storms will be more common, we anticipate that
repeated disturbance of the Broad Beach area will be relatively frequent to maintain the
protection desired for existing residences.
Estimated Project Durations

The initial installation of sand material is expected to take 6 to 8 months, from fall to spring.
The continuing beach management (backpassing) activities are expected to take between 1 to 3
weeks in a given year. The secondary beach nourishment activities, if needed, are expected to
take approximately 6 months. The entire duration of all activities is planned for 20 years, but
periodic maintenance activities in any given year cannot be ruled out; however, the BBGHAD
has proposed limitations on those unplanned activities, such as seasonality and duration.
Proposed Protective Measures

The Corps’ Public Notice for the application for a permit for the Project contained protective
measures that were proposed by the BBGHAD (Corps 2014). The measures that could provide
some avoidance and minimization of effects to the western snowy plover include:
1. The BBGHAD proposes to have all activities monitored by qualified biological monitors
to prevent take of western snowy plovers.
2. The BBGHAD proposes to identify any adaptive management needs for the project and
submit a monitoring plan to determine impacts.
F

3. Any losses would be compensated for by (a) creating additional sandy beach area and (b)
planting native dune vegetation on sand placed over the buried rock revetment and
landward, primarily outside Waters of the U.S.
The BBGHAD would also implement protective measures as listed in “The Revised Analysis of
Impacts to Public Trust Resources and Values for the Broad Beach Restoration Project” (AMEC
Environment and Infrastructure, Inc. [AMEC] 2014). Those measures applicable to minimizing
and avoiding effects to the western snowy plover include:
1. The BBGHAD will prepare and implement a Comprehensive Dune Restoration Plan. The
Plan will manage and implement the creation of the new coastal dune system along the
length of Broad Beach.
2. The BBGHAD will retain a Project biologist and Project monitors approved by the Service
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and other agencies to supervise sand deposition and all other construction related activities.
The biological monitors will be present during all construction related activities to ensure
that damage to any sensitive habitat or sensitive species is avoided or minimized and that
construction crews strictly comply with all protective measures.
3. In coordination with the Service and other agencies, the Project biologist and the Project
engineer will clearly designate all Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHAs),
including areas within 100 feet of the Trancas Lagoon that will be designated as a
“sensitive resource zone,” on Project maps and construction plans. Construction equipment
and operations will be prohibited in these zones to avoid impacts to special status
biological resources.
4. During construction, heavy equipment will be operated in accordance with standard best
management practices (BMPs) as well as the following measures:
a. Vehicles and construction equipment will be restricted to using a predefined
equipment access path no greater than the minimum width necessary to complete the
construction activities.
b. In areas of high vehicle traffic on dry sandy beac driving mats will be laid down
prior to the commencement of construction-related activities to avoid unnecessary
adverse effects to the sandy beach environment.
,

c. The location of the sand stockpile will be moved east toward Zuma Beach to an
extent that would allow for passage of trucks and construction equipment without
encroachment upon the delineated 100-foot ESHA boundary. If this is not possible,
an alternate access point will be selected along the eastern portion of Parking Lot 12.

4

5. Sand from the inland quarries will not be stockpiled within any ESHA or other sensitive

resource zones, including designated western snowy plover critical habitat. Beach sand
stockpiles will be protected with synthetic impervious covers to prevent erosion by wind
and/or rainfall to the extent feasible.
6. Overnight storage of materials, other than sand stockpiling, or heavy equipment on the
beach or outside of the construction staging area at Zuma Beach Parking Lot 12, will be
strictly prohibited.
7. The Applicant will retain a Project biologist and Project monitors that have been
approved by the Service and other agencies to supervise backpassing and all other
construction related activities. The Project monitor will ensure that damage to any
sensitive habitat or sensitive species within or adjacent to construction zones is
minimized. Prior to commencement of construction and staging activities, the BBGHAD
will provide a Biological Monitoring and Reporting Plan with the following
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requirements:
a. Conform with all project construction and backpassing conditions of approval
pursuant to the California Coastal Commission’s Coastal Development Permit.
b. Conduct preconstruction trainings with the construction crew leaders so they can
readily identify sensitive plant and wildlife species.
c. Conduct preconstruction surveys of the sandy beach and dune habitats as well as
in the vicinity of Trancas Lagoon.
d. Flag the toe of the dune on the seaward side of all foredune vegetation.
e. Conduct a pre-construction meeting with all construction crew leaders and
construction crew members to discuss the implementation of appropriate
mitigation measures.
Avoidance ofSensitive Resource Zones and Vegetation
Following the completion of pre-constmtion biological surveys, in consultation with the Service
and other agencies, the Project biologist will clearly designate “sensitive resource zones” on the
Project maps and construction plans. These zones will include ESHAs and other sensitive
biological resources. Sensitive resource zones are defined as areas where activities would be
limited, depending on the particular environmental conditions and requirements. No native
vegetation would be impacted or removed during backpassing-related activities. Disposal or
temporary placement of excess sand in wetland areas for would be prohibited. All equipment
used in or near Traneas Lagoon will be clean and free of leaks and/or grease. Emergency
responses will be in place prior to the onset of construction and at all times during construction
to deal with accidental spills. The BBGHAD will provide a Sensitive Resource Impact
Avoidance Map prior to comnencement of Project construction and staging activities.
hi

Sensitive Biological Resources Report
Following the third complete year of Project implementation, the BBGHAD will prepare a
Sensitive Biological Resources Report. The report will include the results of past protocol-level
surveys, as well as biological surveys conducted prior to each backpassing event. The report will
assess the presence of sensitive species and habitat and analyze the trends in occurrence of
sensitive species or habitat. The document will also include any biologically relevant
information gathered during construction monitoring activities. This report will be submitted
within 6 months following the third complete year of Project implementation and will be used to
direct the timing of future backpassing and re-nourishment events to minimize impacts to
biological resources to the maximum extent feasible.
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Emergency Action Plan Measures Regarding Protection ofBiological Resources
Before commencement of project construction and staging activities, the BBGHAD will submit
an Emergency Action Plan (EAP) to address protection of sensitive biological resources that
would potentially be disturbed during a hazardous spill or subsequent cleanup activities. At a
minimum, the EAP will include:
•

Industry-standard best management practices to avoid potential spills.

•

Specific measures to avoid impacts on state and federal special status species and western
snowy plover [individuals and] critical habitat, and ESHAs, during response as well as
cleanup operations.

•

Identification, where feasible, of low-impact, site-specific, and species-specific
remediation techniques.

•

Identification of standards of a spill respon’se personnel-training program.

•

An outline of a restoration plan, including preemptive identification of access and staging
points and procedures for timely reestablishment of functional habitat values.

•

A contact list, coordinated with related projects, of key points of contact and emergency
response agencies to be retained at all job sites during construction activities.

Maintain Equipment andAdhere to Work Plan
All equipment used on-site will be properly maintained such that no leaks of oil, fuel, or residues
will occur. Provisions will be in place to remediate any accidental spills, in both the terrestrial
and marine environments. All equipment will only be stored in the appropriate equipment
staging areas.
Maintain the Hydrology of Trancas Lagoon
Prior to commencement of construction and staging activities at Broad Beach, the BBGHAD will
prepare a Trancas Lagoon Beach Berm Management Plan. The Plan will be submitted to the
Service, Corps, and other agency staff for review and approval prior to commencement of
construction and staging activities. The proposed Beach Berm Management Plan will identify
the anticipated rate of sand deposition in front of the mouths of these water bodies and include
potential measures to maintain the connection between these wetlands and the marine
environment, as determined by the approving agencies.
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Coordination ofBackpassing and Berm Breaching
Prior to commencement of construction and staging activities, the BBGHAD will coordinate
with the Service, Corps, and other agencies to determine if backpassing sand should be obtained
to aid in breaching of the Trancas Lagoon.
Restrict Access across the Newly Restored Dune System
Access to and across the restored dune system would be restricted to approved vertical access
ways designated with a low-key rope and bollard fence as a means of protecting dune habitat and
limiting the adverse impacts associated with increased private and public access to the restored
dune system. Such a rope and bollard fence will be placed at the toe of the dune and along all
approved vertical access ways in order to restrict all access to the dunes and accomplish the goal
of reducing impacts to the proposed dune habitat. The BBGHAD will provide a Dune
Restoration Access Plan, approved by the specified agencies prior to commencement of
construction and staging activities.
Additional Protective Measures

In addition to the measures listed above, the BBGHAD proposed the following:
•

Prior to construction, a qualified biological monitor would provide environmental
training for all construction crew members on the identification of snowy plovers and
their habits. Methods of avoidance would be1 discussed and implemented with machine
operators and construction foremen to ensure project activities do not adversely affect
‘I
snowy plovers.

•

During constructibn, the monitor would arrive on the site 30 minutes before the start of
work each day and will survey the project site for western snowy plovers, and confirm
their absence in the work area before the commencement of construction activities.

4

•

Whenever snowy plover flocks and/or individuals are identified onsite, their locations
would be described to the construction foreman, who would then instruct crew members
to reduce vehic1 speed or use alternate routes to avoid disturbance to the birds.

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE JEOPARDY AND ADVERSE MODIFICATION
DETERMINATIONS
Jeopardy Determination

Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act requires that Federal agencies ensure that any
action they authorize, fund, or carry out is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of
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listed species. “Jeopardize the continued existence of’ means “to engage in an action that
reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both
the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers,
or distribution of that species” (50 CFR 402.02).
The jeopardy analysis in this biological opinion relies on four components: (1) the Status of the
Subspecies, which describes the range-wide condition of the western snowy plover, the factors
responsible for that condition, and its survival and recovery needs; (2) the Environmental
Baseline, which analyzes the condition of the western snowy plover in the action area, the factors
responsible for that condition, and the relationship of the action area to the survival and recovery
of the western snowy plover; (3) the Effects of the Action, which determines the direct and
indirect impacts of the proposed Federal action and the effects of any interrelated or
interdependent activities on the western snowy plover; and (4) the Cumulative Effects, which
evaluates the effects of future, non-Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur in the
action area, on the western snowy plover.
In accordance with policy and regulation, the jeopardy determination is made by evaluating the
effects of the proposed Federal action in the context of the current status of the western snowy
plover, taking into account any cumulative effects, to determine if implementation of the
proposed action is likely to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and recovery
of the western snowy plover in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers, and distribution
of that subspecies.
Adverse Modification Determination
Section 7(a)(2) of the Endangered Species Act requires that federal agencies ensure that any
action they authorize, fund, or carry out is not likely o result in the destruction or adverse
modification of designated critical habitat. A final rule revising the definition of “destruction or
adverse modification of critical habitat” was published on February 11, 2016 (81 FR 7214). The
revised definition states: “Destruction or adverse modification means a direct or indirect
alteration that appreciably diminishes the value of critical habitat for the conservation of a listed
species. Such alterations may include, but are not limited to, those that alter the physical or
biological features essential to the conservation of a species or that preclude or significantly
delay development of such features.”
The revised “destruction or adverse modification” definition focuses on how Federal actions
affect the quantity and quality of the physical or biological features 1 in the designated critical
habitat for a listed species and, especially in the case of unoccupied habitat, on any impacts to
the critical habitat itself. Specifically, the Service will generally conclude that a Federal action is
I The critical habitat rule for the western snowy plover uses the term “primary constituent elements” (PCEs) to
describe the “physical or biological features” (PBFs) as used in the revised definition of “destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat.” For this biological opinion, PCEs and PBFs are considered synonymous.
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likely to “destroy or adversely modify” designated critical habitat if the action results in an
alteration of the quantity or quality of the essential physical or biological features of designated
critical habitat, or that precludes or significantly delays the capacity of that habitat to develop
those features over time, and if the effect of the alteration is to appreciably diminish the value of
critical habitat for the conservation of the species.
The Service may consider other kinds of impacts to designated critical habitat. For example,
some areas that are currently in a degraded condition may have been designated as critical
habitat for their potential to develop or improve and eventually provide the needed ecological
functions to support species’ recovery. Under these circumstances, the Service generally
concludes that an action is likely to “destroy or adversely modify” the designated critical habitat
if the action alters it to prevent it from improving over time relative to its pre-action condition.
The “destruction or adverse modification” definition applies to all physical or biological features;
as described in the proposed revision to the current definition of “physical or biological features”
(50 CFR 424.12), “[f]eatures may include habitat characteristics that support ephemeral or
dynamic habitat conditions” (79 FR 27066).
The adverse modification analysis in this biological opinion relies on four components: (1) the
Status of Critical Habitat, which describes the range-wide condition of designated critical habitat
for the western snowy plover in terms of the essential physical or biological features, the factors
responsible for that condition, and the intended recovery function of the critical habitat overall;
(2) the Environmental Baseline, which analyzes the condition of the critical habitat in the action
area, the factors responsible for that condition, and the recovery role of the critical habitat in the
action area; (3) the Effects of the Action, which determines the direct and indirect impacts of the
proposed Federal action and the effects of any interrelated and interdependent activities on the
essential physical and biological features and how that will influence the recovery role of the
affected critical habitat units; and (4) Cumulative Effects, which evaluates the effects of future
non-Federal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur in the action area, on the essential
physical and biological features and how that will influence the recovery role of affected critical
habitat units.

STATUS OF THE SPECIES AND ITS CRITICAL HABITAT
Western Snowy Plover

The Service listed the Pacific coast population of the western snowy plover as threatened on
March 5, 1993 (58 Federal Register (FR) 12864) and issued a recovery plan for the species in
September 2007 (Service 2007). The Service completed and signed the 5-year review for the
Pacific Coast population of the western snowy plover in June 2006 (Service 2006). The Service
designated critical habitat for the western snowy plover in a revised final rule in June 2012 (77
FR 36727).
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Western snowy plovers forage for invertebrates in intertidal zones, the wrack line (piles of kelp
and other organic matter deposited above the high tide in a line), dry sandy areas above the high
tide line, saltpans, mud flats, and the edges of salt marshes.
Western snowy plovers may remain at breeding sites or migrate to other locations during the
non-breeding season, with most wintering south of Bodega Bay, California. During the nonbreeding season, western snowy plovers are found on many of the beaches used for nesting, as
well as some beaches that are rarely, or never, used for nesting (Page et al. 1986). Consequently,
during the winter, western snowy plovers may roost and forage in areas where disturbances that
would preclude nesting often occur.
The western snowy plover breeding season generally occurs between March 1 and September 30,
although breeding can start/end earlier or later depending on latitude. Individuals nest near tidal
waters along the mainland coast and offshore islands from southern Washington to southern Baja
California, Mexico, with most nesting occurring on unvegetated to moderately vegetated, dunebacked beaches and sand spits. Other less common nesting habitats include salt panes, dredge
spoils, and salt pond levees. Nests consist of a shallow scrape or depression, sometimes lined
with beach debris (e.g., small pebbles, shell fragments, plant debris, and mud chips); nest lining
increases as incubation progresses. Nests are usually located within 328 feet of water, but can be
farther away when there is no formative vegetative barrier between the nest and water (Page and
Stenzel 1981).
Both males and females incubate the eggs, which take about 27 days to hatch. Polyandrous
double brooding is common in coastal California (Warriner et al. 1986). The chicks are
precocial, feeding on their own within hours of hatching; however, they are unable to fly until
approximately four weeks old. Females generally desert males and broods by the sixth day, and
thereafter the chicks are typically accompanied by oniy males. Females obtain new mates and
initiate new nests while males rear the broods. The majority of western snowy plovers return to
the same breeding area in subsequent breeding seasons, although some disperse within and
between years (Warriner et al. 1986, $tenzel et al. 1994).
The most important breeding areas for the listed population are San Francisco Bay, Monterey
Bay, Morro Spit and Atascadero State Beach, Vandenberg Air Force Base, and Point Mugu.
These areas are particularly important because they are able to support 80 to 100 or more
breeding adults.
Historical records indicate that nesting western snowy plovers were once more widely distributed
and abundant in coastal Washington, Oregon, and California; however, the western snowy plover
has experienced widespread loss of nesting habitat and reduced reproductive success at many
nesting locations. The reasons for the decline and degree of threats vary by geographic location,
but the primary threat is habitat destruction and degradation. Habitat loss and degradation can be
primarily attributed to human disturbance, urban development, introduced plant species, and
expanding predator populations.
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Relatively few western snowy plovers occur in Washington and Oregon. In 2006, Pearson et al.
(2006) estimated 70 adults along the Washington coast, and Lauten et a!. (2006) estimated 177 to
179 adults along the Oregon coast. California currently supports at least 90 percent of the listed
population, and eight geographic areas support over three-quarters of the California coastal
breeding population: San Francisco Bay, Monterey Bay, Morro Bay, the Callendar-Mussel Rock
Dunes area, the Point Sal to Point Conception area, the Oxnard lowland, Santa Rosa Island, and
San Nicolas Island (Page et al. 1991).
Prior to 1970, western snowy plovers bred at 53 coastal locations in California. Between 1970
and 1981, western snowy plovers stopped breeding in parts of San Diego, Ventura, and Santa
Barbara Counties, most of Orange County, and all of Los Angeles County (Page and Stenzel
1981). By 1991, 78 percent of the remaining breeding population in coastal California nested at
only eight sites: San Francisco Bay, Monterey Bay, Morro Bay, Callendar-Mussel Rock dunes
area, Point Sal to Point Conception area (Vandenberg Air Force Base), Oxnard lowlands, Santa
Rosa Island, and San Nicolas Island (Page et a!. 1991). In 1991, the estimated breeding
population of western snowy plovers in coastal California was 1,371, and by 2000, this number
had dropped to 976 (Page et a!. 2009). Western snowy plovers had abandoned all historical
breeding sites in Santa Barbara County south of Point Conception (Page and $tenzel 1981),
presumably due to disturbance or habitat destruction (Lafferty 2000). However, following the
protection of a wintering population of western snowy plovers, nesting resumed at Coal Oil Point
(Lafferty et al. 2003). In 2006, approximately 2,231 adWts occurred in coastal California and
San Francisco Bay (window survey including correction factor) (Service 2007). In 2012, 1,621
western snowy plovers (not including correction factor) were observed during summer window
surveys in California (Service 2014).
Western snowy plover habitat is subject to erosion and accretion and is highly susceptible to
degradation by human activities including mechanized beach cleaning; construction of seawalls,
breakwaters, jetties, piers, homes, hotels, parking lots, access roads, trails, bike paths, day-use
parks, marinas, ferry terminals, recreational facilities, and support services that may cause direct
and indirect losses of breeding and wintering habitat for the western snowy plover. Urban
development has permanently eliminated nesting habitat on beaches in southern Washington
(Brittell et al. 1976), Oregon (Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 1994), and California
(Page and $tenzel 1981).’
In addition to causing direct loss of habitat, urban development usually facilitates increased
human use of beaches and higher density of western snowy plover predators, resulting in
additional adverse impacts to the species and its habitat. Human activities such as walking,
jogging, fishing, fireworks, flying kites, unleashed pets, horseback riding, and off-road vehicles
can cause, or contribute to, loss of western snowy plover nests and chicks. These activities can
flush adults and chicks thereby exposing them to inclement weather and predation, or otherwise
disrupting their ability to shelter, forage, and conduct normal activities. Chicks that become
separated from their parents may die because of inadequate nutrition, exposure to wind and cold
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temperatures, and increased predation risk.
Predator density is an important factor affecting the quality of western snowy plover nesting
habitat (Stenzel et al. 1994). Human development tends to provide supplemental food sources
for predators and can artificially increase the abundance of native and non-native predators near
western snowy plover habitat. Non-native predators include eastern red foxes ( Vulpes vulpes
regalis), domestic and feral dogs (Canis lupusfamiliaris) and cats (fells silvestris catus), and
Virginia opossums (Dideiphis virginiana). Common native predators of the western snowy
plover include coyotes (Canis latrans), American crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos), common
ravens (Corvus corax), American kestrels (Falco sparverius), loggerhead shrikes (Lanius
ludovicianus), and several gull species (Larus spp.). Elevated predation frequency has resulted
in the loss of adults, chicks, and eggs, and substantially decreased breeding success at many
breeding beaches.
Another cause of substantial habitat loss for coastal breeding western snowy plovers is the
encroachment of introduced plant species including beachgrasses (Ammophila arenaria), Scotch
broom (Cytisus scoparius), gorse (Ulex europaeus), South African iceplant (Carpobrotus edulis),
pampas grass (Cortaderia selloana), jubata grass (Cortaderiajubata), iceplant
(Mesembryanthemum spp.), and shore pine (Pinus contorta). These plants stabilize sand dunes,
form vegetative structures that render habitat unsuitable for western snowy plovers, alter the
diversity and abundance of arthropods, and provide cover/habitat for predators (Schwendiman
1975, Slobodchikoff and Doyen 1977, Stern et al. 1990, Seabloom and Wiedemann 1994,
California Native Plant Society 1996, Powell 1996).
Western Snowy Plover Recovery Plan

The 2007 final recovery plan for the western snowy plover (Service 2007) states that the goal of
recovery efforts is to remove the western snowy plover from the list of endangered and
threatened wildlife and plants by: (1) increasing population numbers distributed across the range
of the western snowy plover; (2) conducting intensive ongoing management for the species and
its habitat and developing mechanisms to ensure management in perpetuity; and (3) monitoring
western snowy plover populations and threats to determine success of recovery actions and
refine management actions.
The recovery plan contains detailed criteria by which the western snowy plover can be
considered for delisting. The delisting criteria are summarized as follows:
1.

An average of 3,000 breeding adults, distributed among 6 recovery units, has been
maintained for 10 years;

2.

A yearly average productivity of at least one fledged chick per male has been
maintained in each recovery unit in the last 5 years prior to delisting; and
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Mechanisms have been developed and implemented to assure long-term protection
and management of breeding, wintering, and migration areas to maintain the
subpopulation sizes and average productivity specified in Criteria 1 and 2.

Western Snowy Plover 5-year Status Review
The 5-year review for the western snowy plover (Service 2006) states that the subspecies
continues to be threatened by habitat loss and fragmentation; mortalities, injuries, and
disturbance resulting from human activities; and lack of comprehensive State and local
regulatory mechanisms throughout its range. Although overall increases in western snowy
plover numbers, which can be attributed to management actions currently being implemented,
have been observed, western snowy plover populations sizes are low or the species is absent
throughout parts of its historical range in Washington, Oregon, and California. Based on these
ongoing threats, the 5-year review concludes that the western snowy plover continues to qualify
as a threatened species under the Act.
Western Snowy Plover Critical Habitat

The Service originally designated critical habitat for the western snowy plover September 29,
2005 (70 FR 56970); however, this rule was vacated and on March 22, 2011, we published a
proposal to revise the critical habitat designation (76 FR 16045). On June 19, 2012, we finalized
the revised designation of critical habitat (77 FR 36728
The designated critical habitat provides aquatic and terrestrial habitat containing the essential
biological and physical characteristics to support and maintain self-sustaining populations and
metapopulations throughout its range. Critical habitat of the western snowy plover provides
sandy beaches, dune systems immediately inland of an active beach face, salt flats, mud flats,
seasona11y exposed gravel bars, artificial salt ponds and adjoining levees, and dredge spoil sites.
Critical habitat is designated to identify areas supporting those habitat components that are
essential for the primary biological needs of a species, including foraging, nesting, rearing of
young, intra-specific communication, roosting, dispersal, genetic exchange, or sheltering. Based
on the best available information, the primary constituent elements (PCEs) essential to the
conservation of the Pacific Coast WSP are the following:
(1) Areas that are below heavily vegetated areas or developed areas and above the daily
high tides;
(2) Shoreline habitat areas for feeding, with no or very sparse vegetation, that are
between the annual low tide or low-water flow and annual high tide or high-water flow,
subject to inundation but not constantly under water, that support small invertebrates,
such as crabs, worms, flies, beetles, spiders, sand hoppers, clams, and ostracods, that are
essential food sources;
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(3) Surf- or water-deposited organic debris, such as seaweed (including kelp and
eelgrass) or driftwood located on open substrates that supports and attracts small
invertebrates described in PCE 2 for food, and provides cover or shelter from predators
and weather, and assists in avoidance of detection (crypsis) for nests, chicks, and
incubating adults; and
(4) Minimal disturbance from the presence of humans, pets, vehicles, or human-attracted
predators, which provide relatively undisturbed areas for individual and population
growth and for normal behavior.
The Service designated approximately 24,527 acres in the 2012 final revised critical habitat
designation for the Pacific Coast western snowy plover (77 FR 36728). The final rule for
designation of critical habitat for the western snowy plover includes approximately 6,077 acres
in 4 units in Washington (4 units with), approximately 2,112 acres in 9 units in Oregon, and
approximately 16,337 acres in 47 units in California.
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE
Action Area
The implementing regulations for section 7(a)(2) of the Act define the “action area” as all areas
to be affected directly or indirectly by the Federal action and not merely the immediate area
involved in the action (50 Code of federal Regulations 402.02). The action area for this
biological opinion includes the approximately 46-acre area at and adjacent to Broad Beach where
direct project impacts are expected, including Broad Beach Road on the north, to the beach and
sand dunes, extending seaward of the dunes by up to 230 feet, and laterally from Lechuza Point
to 500 feet east of the Zurna Beach Parking Lot 12. The action area also includes expected
indirect effects, which extend offshore and downcoast to Point Dume, including the downcoast
beaches (Zuma) that may be affected indirectly by changes in sand supply and distribution
through littoral drift. In total, the beach impact area includes: (1) all areas within the boundaries
of the proposed project where direct effects from proposed project activities are planned and
expected to occur (Broad Beach); and (2) all areas we anticipate indirect effects from the
proposed project activities to occur (from Trancas Lagoon to Point Dume).
Habitat Characteristics of the Action Area
The Broad Beach portion of the action area supports some native habitat types and biological
communities, native species, sensitive species, and invasive species. Habitat types at Broad
Beach include sandy beach, native dune scrub, non-native naturalized (ruderal), landscaped,
urban/developed, intertidal and subtidal zones, vegetated shallows, rocky tidepools, rocky reef,
surfgrass, kelp habitat, bedrock, sandy bottom, and other variations of marine habitat. The area
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also comprises active, open foredunes and remnant foredunes, rocky intertidal and subtidal
marine habitats located in the Point Dume State Marine Conservation Area. The downcoast
portion of the action area consists mostly of open dunes with sparse vegetation.
Existing Conditions in the Action Area
The Broad Beach portion of the action area contains sandy beaches that are heavily used by
humans. Other features in this portion of the action area include over 100 private homes, a
4,100-foot long erosion control rock, emergency revetment and other shoreline protection
structures, public roads, public access beaches and its associated facilities (e.g., lifeguard towers,
rest rooms, showers), a public parking lot, and additional human amenities. The downcoast
portion of the action area (Zuma Beach to Point Dume) consists mostly of undeveloped, but
heavily used, open dunes and beach. Zuma Beach is heavily used and subject to recreation,
special events, beach grooming, and lifeguard patrols in vehicles.
Previous Consultations in the Action Area
We are not aware of any previous section 7 consultationr existing Section 10 habitat
conservation plans in the action area.
Status of the Western Snowy Plover in the Action Area
Western snowy plovers occur within the action area at Trancas Creek Lagoon and Zuma Beach.
The western snowy plovers within the area between Zuma Beach and Point Dume comprise the
largest wintering population in Los Angeles County (Corps 2015). Western snowy plovers have
not been documented nesting in this area recently and we do not expect them to nest here in the
near future (Service 2007, 77 FR 36728). During a recent single season, more than 200 Pacific
Coast western snowy plovers overwintered in the Zuma Beach critical habitat unit (Ryan
Ecological Consulting 2010, 77 FR 36728). Biological monitors observed western snowy
plovers almost daily during the 2010 emergency installation of the rock revetment on Broad
Beach. They typically observed up to five snowy plovers at a time, either foraging next to the
water and marine vegetation or roosting in small depressions in the sand at the southeast end of
the project site beside Trancas Creek Lagoon and Zuma Beach (Chambers Group 2010).
Recovery of the Western Snowy Plover in the Action Area
According to the Recovery Plan (Service 2007), recovery of western snowy plovers within each
of six recovery units is necessary to maintain metapopulation dynamics, ensure protection and
appropriate management of wintering and migratory habitat, and ensure the long-term health and
sustainability of the Pacific Coast population of western snowy plovers across its current range.
The action area for the proposed project includes Recovery Location CA-b! (Zuma Beach) of
western snowy plover Recovery Unit 6, Los Angeles to San Diego Counties, California (Service
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2007). Recovery Location CA-lOl is identified in the recovery plan as an important wintering
site for the Pacific Coast population of western snowy plover, but it is not expected to support
breeding for this species. Recovery Location CA—lOl is important for ensuring that wintering
and migratory habitat is distributed across the species’ range and to maximize western snowy
plover’s range (Service 2007). Zuma Beach is subject to heavy human use, including recreation,
beach grooming, and lifeguard patrols in vehicles.
To attain recovery for the species as a whole, the recovery plan focuses on the following three
tasks: (1) increasing population numbers distributed across the range of the western snowy
plover; (2) conducting intensive ongoing management for the species and its habitat and
developing mechanisms to ensure management in perpetuity; d (3) monitoring western snowy
plover populations and threats to determine success of recovery actions and refine management
actions. The recovery plan states that each unit must meet the recovery success criteria. The
first criterion for Unit 6 is to maintain at least 500 breeding adults of 3,000 breeding adults that
are necessary throughout the range of the species. Western snowy plovers are not known to
breed in the action area; however, Recovery Location CA—lOl often supports the largest number
of wintering western snowy plovers in Los Angeles County.
Condition of Critical Habitat for

Plover in the Action Area

Although the BBGHAD proposes to avoid all western snowy plover critical habitat, the maps
showing proposed sand stockpiles are within critical habitat Unit CA-43 for the species. The
unit includes all of Zuma Beach (73 acres) o any proposal to deposit sand on the beach adjacent
to Parking Lot 12 would be within the critical habitat. The Zuma Beach Unit CA-43 for western
snowy plovers was occupied at the time of listing and is currently occupied (77 FR 36728).
The Serviconsiders the Zuma Beach Unit “an important wintering area” for western snowy
plovers (77 FR 3672$).Between 2004 and 2010, up to 213 western snowy plovers had
overwintered in the Zuma Beach critical habitat unit (77 FR 36728). This unit contains the
following physical or biological features essential to the conservation of the species: (1) areas of
sandy beach above and below the high-tide line with occasional surf-cast wrack supporting small
invertebrates; and (2) generally barren to sparsely vegetated terrain.
The main threats to critical habitat in the Zuma Beach Unit are from non-native vegetation,
human disturbance (e.g. beach grooming, recreation), development, horses, and pets. Control of
non-native vegetation and enforcement of existing human-use regulations are needed to ensure
the suitability of the unit. In the foreseeable future, we expect the lower portions of this unit to
be inundated by sea-level rise associated with climate change (77 FR 36728).
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EFFECTS OF THE ACTION
Effects of the Proposed Action on Western Snowy Plovers
Individual western snowy plovers, if present during project activities, could be injured or killed
by vehicles and heavy equipment associated with beach nourishment or redistribution of sand
material during the life of the proposed project. Foot traffic by workers associated with the
proposed activities and biological surveys may injure or kill western snowy plovers, particularly
adolescent or inexperienced western snowy plovers that are wintering for the first or second
time, or birds that are taking shelter in depressions. While vehicle strikes of birds are known to
occur, they generally go undocumented due to a lack of observers and the high likelihood of
western snowy plover carcasses being scavenged prior to discovery (Ryan Ecological Consulting
2010). We know of one instance on January 9, 2007, on adjacent Zuma Beach, in which a dead
western snowy plover was found crushed within the fresh tracks of a vehicle, presumably a
lifeguard truck (Ryan Ecological Consulting 2010). We are aware of multiple instances of
vehicle strikes at Oceano Dunes State Vehicular Recreation Area in San Luis Obispo County,
California where six adult western snowy plovers were found dead between 2002 and 2008 that
were and presumed to have been struck by vehicles (R. Glick in Page et al. 2009). Given the
quantity of equipment moving sand and other m’àterials proposed, we conclude that some
western snowy plovers may be killed or injured during sand deposition and subsequent
backpassing and remediation of eroded areas at any time during the projected 20-year duration of
the Project.
The potential for such injury or mortality would be reduced by the BBGHAD’s proposal to have
biological monitors present to direct workers to avoid roosting western snowy plovers and to
train them to recognize and avoid plovers in harm’s way. While this will be effective at avoiding
most incidents, we conclude that injury or mortality may still occur, especially given the duration
of the project (20 years), the potential for frequent backpassing and importation of sand during
the months when western snowy plovers are present (during winter roosting), and the species’
cryptic coloring.
We also anticipate that, if successful, the created native dune habitat on the landward side of the
hardened revetment would serve as suitable wintering habitat for western snowy plovers.
Western snowy plovers often find refuge in vegetated dune habitat during winter, especially
when trying to escape wind and blowing sand. Because the proposed dune areas would be
protected and off-limits to human disturbance (except for access points), we think this permanent
habitat will offer refugia and foraging habitat for western snowy plovers and will compensate
for some of the effects of the beach nourishment events.
Even without direct injury or mortality, repeated disturbance of wintering western snowy plovers
may cause individuals to move more frequently than they would under natural conditions and
result in energy expenditures that could affect the ability of the individual to survive harsh
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conditions. Specific instances of such disturbances leading to injury or death are difficult to
document, although it may occur (Lafferty 2001). In most cases, western snowy plovers should
be able to move away from the disturbance with only a moderate amount of energy expenditure;
however, if the disturbances are repeated frequently over a short period, the risk to the birds due
to energy expenditure increases.
The proposed project activities associated with the beach nourishment and redistribution of sand
material could reduce the surf-cast wrack (kelp and other marine vegetation) on the beaches by
covering it during sand deposition or movement of sand during backpassing. Dugan et al. (2003)
determined that the numbers of western snowy plovers were higher (or positively correlated)
with larger amounts of surf-cast kelp-wrack, and there were more invertebrates (prey for western
snowy plovers) with larger amounts of surf-cast kelp-wrack. They determined that decreases in
the amount of kelp and invertebrates were associated with activities such as beach grooming,
beach sand nourishment, and the redistribution of sand material, and that these differences
provided strong evidence that surf-cast kelp wracks and their associated invertebrates are
important because they provide the majority of food for western snowy plovers (Dugan et al.
2003). We conclude that where surf-cast kelp is coveied or buried (i.e., during sand nourishment
events), moved (by grading or grooming during backpassing), or otherwise removed (by
redistribution of sand), a decrease in the abundance of organisms inhabiting the beach will result,
and that there would be a decrease in the food source for western snowy plovers wintering there.
Reducing the amount of prey for western snowy plovers could cause them to spend more time
foraging, which would increase the energy they expend, and could result in them abandoning the
area or it could decrease their ability to sustain themselves on the affected beach areas.
The BBGHAD expects the proposed beach nourishment to result in an increase of beach habitat,
which could be beneficial for the western snowy plover. To achieve this, the BBGHAD would
import non-native sand material composed of sand grains that are both larger and smaller than
those currently present in the action area. We have some uncertainty regarding the effects from
the proposed sand importation on the habitat for western snowy plovers. The Recovery Plan for
the western snowy plover (Service 2007) states that:
..if an inappropriate size class of sand (e.g., coarser-grained sand) and range of
minerals are introduced that are different from the current composition of native sand on
a beach, it can alter dune slope (making it steeper or narrower), affect mobility and color
of sand, decrease the abundance of beach invertebrates, and facilitate establishment of
invasive exotic plants that may have a competitive advantage over native plants.”
“.

Lacking any specifics, such as how much different from the native sand the grain size or mineral
content of imported sand must be to result in a negative effect on western snowy plover habitat,
we remain uncertain how the imported sand material will affect foraging on Broad Beach for the
western snowy plover. The BBGHAD’s proposed Project includes regular beach profile
monitoring to maintain an optimal slope for erosion and dune protection. Whether that slope is
suitable for western snowy plovers or not, we have no information to inform us either way. We
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conclude that the beach will most certainly be wider than it is now, which currently gets
completely inundated up to existing revetment and other hard protections, making the beach
periodically unsuitable for western snowy plovers to roost or forage. We conclude it is possible
that the wider beach and the restored/preserved dune areas may create more stable habitat for
western snowy plovers than currently exists.
We have reviewed a number of documents that analyze the effects of imported materials for
beach nourishment on macroinvertebrate communities, such as those that may serve as a prey
base for western snowy plovers. The conclusions in the papers range from severe, permanent
depletion of the invertebrate community (e.g., Peterson et al. 2014), to lesser, more temporary
effects (e.g., Menn et al. 2003). Many factors play into th severity of the effects, including the
coarseness of the imported material and the sheer difference in what is imported versus the
native substrate. While we cannot directly apply these findings to the Project, we can safely
conclude that the sand brought from inland areas is not identical in coarseness to the existing
beach (it is both coarser and finer), and that the imported sand will be devoid of native intertidal
and beach invertebrates on which western snowy plovers might feed (the imported sand would
be essentially sterile). As the tides move sand up and down the beach, both vertically and along
its length, we think nominal conditions such as those that exist naturally under current tidal
influence, may develop that would support prey that are able to recolonize the beach. Such re
establishment of a prey base for western snowy plovers would take time, but we don’t know how
long. We conclude that the proposed activities within the action area could cause at least a
temporary reduction in the abundance of invertebrates inhabiting the area of the beach that is
directly covered by imported sand, both initially and each time more sand is imported to address
changes in the beach profile. We further conclude that the loss of prey could have a substantial
effect on wintering western snowy plovers that fora e in the affected areas.
The proposed project involves many activities that will alter the species’ habitat, such as:
deposition of imported sand, moving sand to fill eroded areas (backpassing), dumping rocks for
the relocated revetment, changing the slope or contour of the beach, and changing the type or
grain size of sand material. These activities and the resulting changes in the western snowy
plover’s environment could lead to changes in the species’ use of Broad Beach, from reduction
in the number of western snowy plovers the area can support to total abandonment of that
stretch. Given the long-term projections for the Project, the likelihood of the need for repeated
importation of sand given the increasing beach erosion due to climate change (i.e., rising sea
levels combined with projectionifor more severe El Niño-related storms), and the high
probability that backpassing will be required, we conclude that the portions of the action area
subject to direct effects would likely only support wintering western snowy plovers sporadically.
We further conclude that the proposed dune restoration and preservation above the ordinary high
tide may provide some compensation for the more seaward effects of the Project because western
snowy plovers may find suitable roosting habitat in those dunes.
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Effects on Recovery of the Western Snowy Plover

As noted in the Environmental Baseline section, the recovery plan for the western snowy plover
identifies Recovery Location CA-lOl (Zuma Beach) as an important wintering site for the
species (Service 2007). Recovery Location CA-lOl does not include Broad Beach, but extends
from the Trancas Lagoon south (east) to Point Dume. We have included the entire Recovery
Location CA-lOl in the action area because of the direct and potential indirect effects of the
action, namely: (1) the deposition of imported sand on 4.9 acres of beach near Parking Lot 12,
and (2) the potential movement of imported sand downcoast from Broad Beach to the recovery
unit as a result of natural sand movement (from west to east). The habitat in this recovery unit
and the western snowy plovers that overwinter in it every year are considered important for the
recovery of the species. The Zuma Beach area often supports the largest wintering population in
Los Angeles County (Service 2007).
The sand imported from inland sites would be deposited in two areas comprising 4.9 acres
adjacent to Parking Lot 12 at Zuma Beach, which is within the CA-lOl Recovery Location.
Consequently, that 4.9-acre area would be covered by imported, sterile sand subject to repeated,
periodic disturbance, and would no 1oier function as part of Recovery Location CA-lOl.
Because the sand for future repairs would be stored in these areas, as well as the large (300,000
cy) importations proposed every 5 years, the disturbance and loss of recovery function of the 4.9acre area would be permanent.
As Broad Beach erodes, the prevailing coastal current carries beach material downcoast (west to
east or north to south, depending on your perspective). The Project activities would result in
more sand at Broad Beach and we anticipate that the imported sand will eventually make its way
downcoast. We cannot accurately predict how the sand will move downcoast from Broad Beach;
whether the normal tidal influence will sort the large grain size of the imported sand from the
natural sand grains, nor what tyj,e of sand will end up on Zuma Beach and Recovery Location
CA-i 01. The BBGHAD chose larger grain size because the new beach profiles would be more
stable. Intuitively, we can conclude that some of the imported sand will end up on Zuma Beach.
If it does, despite the different grain size, we conclude that the beaches downcoast of Broad
Beach will benefit from the extra sand and will get broader, which is a benefit the western snowy
plover. Also, because it would happen gradually compared to the movement of imported sand
by heavy equipment on Broad Beach, we conclude that the effects to western snowy plover
foraging would not be substantial because the existing invertebrate community would not be
inundate with sterile sand all at once.
The first criterion in the western snowy plover Recovery Plan (Service 2007) is to maintain an
average of 3,000 breeding adults throughout the range of the species. Within the Los Angeles
County San Diego Recovery Unit (Unit 6), the goal is to maintain 500 breeding adults.
Western snowy plovers are not known to breed in Recovery Location CA-i 01 which is within
the action area, therefore we conclude that the Project will not affect this goal of the recovery
plan. On a broader scale, the overall goals of the Recovery Plan include: (1) increasing
—
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population numbers distributed across the range of the western snowy plover; (2) conducting
intensive ongoing management for the species and its habitat and developing mechanisms to
ensure management in perpetuity; and (3) monitoring western snowy plover populations and
threats to determine success of recovery actions and refine management actions. The recovery
plan states that each unit must meet the recovery success criteria before the western snowy
plover can be delisted. We conclude that the function of Recovery Location CA-lOl will be
slightly impaired by the permanent loss of 4.9 acres of beach to the stockpiling of imported sand;
however, we further conclude that the overall function of CA-i 01 and the larger Recovery Unit 6
would not be substantially diminished and will continue to provide overwintering habitat for the
western snowy plover.
Effects of the Proposed Action on Western Snowy Plover Critical Habitat

Critical habitat unit CA-43 for the western snowy plover is included in the action area for this
biological opinion. It extends from Trancas Lagoon east (south) to Point Dume and includes all
of Zuma Beach.

4

The stockpiling of the non-native sand would permanently remove habitat in 4.9 acres of the
critical habitat, which currently supports surf-cast kelp (that supports diverse invertebrate prey
items) and sparsely vegetated beaches (that provide refugia for wintering plovers). The
stockpiling would result in a reduction of prey species when the native invertebrate community is
covered by sand, and in loss of some winter roosting habitat. The reduction in food would cause
western snowy plovers to spend more time foraging and increasing their energy expenditures to
obtain food. The loss of roosting habitat would force western snowy plovers to find other
reftigia. Although, the effect of importing sand would be significant locally at first, the increase
in beach surface area and dune and beach habitat restoration could offset and minimize some of
P’
that impact.
We considered the possibility that the Project may cause long-term adverse effects that could
appreciably reduce the ability of the remaining 68.1 acres of critical habitat unit CA-43 to
support the conservation of the western snowy plover. This would be the result of downcoast
movement of imported sand from Broad Beach to the critical habitat at Zuma Beach. Our
concern is that the different grain size of the imported sand would alter the beach dynamics and
remove both suitable roosting areas and damage the existing interstitial invertebrate community
(prey for western snowy plovers). The BBGHAD would implement a comprehensive dune
restoration plan to create and restore as much habitat as possible to offset some of the effects to
the western snowy plover and its critical habitat. Because conditions would be monitored and
measures would be implemented to correct problems, we believe that any adverse impacts to
critical habitat would be avoided or corrected before they became major. The magnitude of these
impacts will depend on how well the monitoring can detect adverse changes, how the imported
sand moves downcoast from Broad Beach, how the size of the grains (being different from the
native sand) affects the food source for western snowy plovers in critical habitat unit CA—43, and
how the shape and slope of the beach affect western snowy plover food prey in the action area
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between Trancas Lagoon and Point Dume.
Although, the effects of importing 300,000 cubic yards of sand at 5-year intervals for 20 years
would be significant locally, the direct effects would be limited to a 4.9-acre portion of the
critical habitat and the proposed activities would not reduce the conservation value of Unit CA43 nor the western snowy plover critical habitat throughout the range of the subspecies.
CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
Cumulative effects include the effects of future State, tribal, local or private actions that are
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological opinion. We do not
consider future Federal actions that are unrelated to the proposed action in this section because
they require separate consultation pursuant to section 7 of the Act. We are currently unaware of
other non-Federal actions that are reasonably certain to occur in the action area that may
adversely affect the western snowy plover or its critical habitat.
CONCLUSION

V

Jeopardy

V

The regulatory definition of “to jeopardize the continued existence of the species” focuses on
assessing the effects of the proposed action on the reproduction, numbers, and distribution, and
their effect on the survival and recovery of the subspecies being considered in the biological
opinion. For that reason, we have used those aspects of the western snowy plovers’ status as the
basis to assess the overall effect of the proposed action on the species.
Reproduction

A
V,
V

While the action area contains habitat for western snowy plover foraging and roosting, the
species does not nest there. Therefore, we do not expect that the proposed project would affect
western snowy plover reproduction within the action area or rangewide.
Numbers
We are unable to determine the precise number of western snowy plovers that would occur in the
area of direct effects at any given time and that may be affected by the proposed activities
because numbers of individuals in the action area varies from year to year. Within the Broad
Beach area where most direct effects would occur, up to 5 western snowy plovers have been
recorded at one time. Within the remainder of the action area (from Trancas Lagoon south,
including critical habitat unit CA-43), the number of western snowy plovers recorded has been as
high as 213 individuals. The proposed activities (sand deposition, equipment movement, worker
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traffic, sand re-distribution, etc.) could directly affect individual western snowy plovers to the
point of injury or death, but we expect injury or mortality to be uncommon. We expect that
noise and human presence could displace individuals during the proposed activities that occur
within eyesight or close range of individual plovers. The BBGHAD has proposed to have a
qualified biologist survey for western snowy plovers during daily activities and implement
measures to minimize the likelihood of adverse effects to the species as explained in the Project
Description. The widening of Broad Beach and the creation of dune habitat may offset some
injury or mortality if western snowy plovers use the created habitat in greater numbers, and the
BBGHAD has proposed to create additional habitat if any western snowy plovers are “lost.” The
number of western snowy plovers we expect to be affected by the proposed activities is very
small relative to the entirety of the species’ range. Therefore, we do not expect the proposed
action would reduce the number of western snowy plovers rangewide.
Distribution
Western snowy plovers could occur anywhere in the beach portion of the action area subject to
the proposed activities. The proposed action is likely to permanently remove habitat in some
areas (e.g., sand stockpiling locations), and temporarily displace western snowy plovers from
portions of the action area. These effects could result in injury or mortality of a small number of
individuals; however, the BBGHAD would implement the protective measures listed in the
Project Description to decrease the risk of adversely affecting individuals. furthermore, the
proposed activities would directly affect only a small proportion of the habitat available within
the action area (between Lechuza Point and Point Dume) and, to a relatively lesser degree, the
geographic range of the subspecies. Therefore, we do not expect the effects of the proposed
actions to reduce the distribution of the western snowy plover rangewide.
Recovery
The recovery plan for the western snowy plover focuses on: (1) increasing population numbers
distributed across the range of the western snowy plover; (2) conducting intensive ongoing
management for the species and its habitat and developing mechanisms to ensure management in
perpetuity; and (3) monitoring western snowy plover populations and threats to determine
success of recovery actions and refine management actions.
We are uncertain as to whether the creation of sand dune habitat and widening of Broad Beach
will have beneficial effects on the western snowy plover population; however, we do anticipate
initial interruption of winter roosting and periodic disturbance for the 20-year duration of the
activities. This local effect is not likely to cause a rangewide decline in the potential for the
western snowy plover’s recovery. We have also assessed the effects of the proposed activities on
the adjacent Recovery Location at Zuma Beach (CA-lOl) and have concluded that while 4.9
acres would be subsumed under the stockpiling of imported sand, the remaining 68.1 acres of the
Recovery Location should continue to function as it does currently. Lastly, the BBGHAD
developed and incorporated numerous avoidance and minimization measures and adaptive
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management into the project description and would monitor conditions in the action area and
implement measures to minimize the impacts on the western snowy plover. Therefore, we do
not expect that the proposed activities will impede the species’ recovery.
Afler reviewing the current status of the western snowy plover, the environmental baseline for
the action area, the effects of the proposed issuance of a Corps’ permit for the Project and the
cumulative effects, it is the Service’s biological opinion that the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline
Protection Project, as proposed, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the western
snowy plover.
Destruction or Adverse Modification of Critical Habitat

We have determined that direct effects to 4.9 acresind indirect adverse effects to the remaining
68.1 acres in critical habitat unit CA—43 are not of sufficient magnitude such that they would
appreciably reduce the conservation function of either the unit or the critical habitat rangewide.
The direct effects, which we consider permanent loss due to stockpiling and periodic movement
of imported sand, would affect only 0.02 percent of the entire western snowy plover critical
habitat designation rangewide (4.9 acres out of 24,527 total). We expect the possible indirect
effects to the remaining 68.1 acres of critical habitat (i.e., downcoast movement of imported
sand) to be minor, and that the habitat would return to the same conditions as before the project
and would continue to function as designated; as wintering habitat for the western snowy plover.
In addition, the BBGHAD has proposed measures to minimize the effects on habitat in the action
area, including creation of dune habitat inland of the wet sand. The applicant also proposes to
monitor the condition of critical habitat in the action area, and if changes begin to occur such that
the PBFs or habitat degrades in quality or area, adaptive measures will be implemented to return
those conditions to a level sufficient to maintain the same level of function and quality for the
critical habitat unit.

b

Summary

After reviewing the current status of the critical habitat of the western snowy plover, the
environmental baseline of critical habitat for the action area, the effects of the proposed issuance
of a Corps’ permit for the Malibu Broad Beach Shoreline Protection Project on critical habitat,
and the cumulative effects, it is the Service’s biological opinion that the Malibu Broad Beach
Shoreline Protection Project, as proposed, is not likely to result in the destruction or adverse
modification of critical habitat of the western snowy plover

INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT
Section 9 of the Act and Federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the Act prohibit the take
of endangered and threatened wildlife species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is
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defined as to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt
to engage in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Service to include significant
habitat modification or degradation that results in death or injury to wildlife by significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is
defined by the Service as an intentional or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood
of injury to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral
patterns which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Incidental take is
defined as take that is incidental to, and not the purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise
lawful activity. Under the terms of section 7(b)(4) and section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to
and not intended as part of the agency action is not considered to be prohibited taking under the
Act provided that such taking is in compliance with the terms and conditions of this incidental
take statement.
In June 2015, the Service finalized new regulations implementing the incidental take provisions
of section 7(a)(2) of the Act. The new regulations also clarify the standard regarding when the
Service formulates an Incidental Take Statement [50 CFR 402.14(g)(7)J, from
if such take
may occur” to
if such take is reasonably certain to occur.” This is not a new standard, but
merely a clarification and codification of the applicable standard that the Service has been using
and is consistent with case law. The standard does not require a guarantee that take will result;
only that the Service establishes a rational lasis for a finding of take. The Service continues to
rely on the best available scientific and coimercia1 data, as well as professional judgment, in
reaching these determinations and resolving uncertainties or information gaps.
.. .

“. . .

4

The proposed Project would adversely affect all western snowy plovers in the approximately
6,000 feet of beach from Lechuza Point on the west, to the Trancas Creek Lagoon on the east
(i.e., the Broad Beach portion of the action area), and the 4.9-acre stockpile area on Zuma Beach
adjacent to Parking Lot
We anticipate that some1 western snowy plovers could be taken in
that area as result of the proposed action, but we expect injury or mortality to be rare because
(1) we assume most western snowy plovers would be capable of moving out of harm’s way, but
some may not be detected and’could be killed or injured by the proposed activities (i.e., crushed
by equipment, buried by sand), and (2) the number of individual western snowy plovers in that
area has been low, In the Environmental Baseline section of this biological opinion, we note that
up to 5 western snowy plovers were observed in the affected area during emergency rock
revetment work in 2010, so we assume that is the likely number of western snowy plovers in the
area where injury or mortality could occur. The remaining 68.1 acres of Zuma Beach have
supported more than 200 western snowy plovers in a given winter, but we do not anticipate any
injury or mortality in that area due to the proposed Project.

L2•

During the planned 6 to $ months it would take to complete the initial placement of imported
sand on the stockpile areas, deposition of sand and rock onto Broad Beach by truck, and its
redistribution by heavy equipment, wintering western snowy plovers in that part of the action
area would be disturbed by the activities. This lengthy disturbance would be repeated at least
every 5 years during subsequent re-nourishment events, and possibly annually during
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backpassing and minor replenishment activities to maintain the desired beach profile. Such
disturbances widely separated over time are of some concern, but more frequent disturbance of
wintering western snowy plovers (daily or even multiple times each day) are of greater
consequence. frequent repeated disturbance from roosting may cause individuals to relocate
more than they would under natural conditions. This may result in energy expenditures that
could affect the ability of the individual to survive harsh conditions (Lafferty 2001). We expect
take caused by this harassment would be difficult to observe, and that few western snowy plovers
would be taken in this manner because the BBGHAD proposes to have monitors on the site to
help project activities avoid affecting roosting plovers. We conclude, however, that some take
due to harassment is possible because the adverse effects from the proposed project would occur
on a daily basis for an extended period of time, and that this would occur within an area known
to support wintering western snowy plovers.
In summary, we anticipate take will occur in three forms: (1) direct injury or mortality due to
movement of equipment, placement of rock for revetment, and distribution of sand in areas
where western snowy plovers may be roosting; (2) death or injury resulting from excessive
energy expenditures as a result of repeated, frequent harassment; and (3) harm as a result of the
loss of prey when the existing invertebrate community that serves as a food source for western
snowy plovers is covered by imported, sterile sand, resulting in injury or death due to changes in
foraging behavior. We anticipate that any take that occurs will happen in areas of direct effects,
including the approximately 6,000 feet of Broad Beach from Leehuza Point on the west to the
Trancas Creek Lagoon on the east, and the 4.9-acre area on Zuma Beach adjacent to Parking Lot
12 where imported sand would be stockpiled. The protective measures proposed by the
BBGHAD (i.e., monitoring, avoidance of roosting plovers, etc.) are likely to prevent mortality or
injury of most western snowy plovers. In addition, finding dead or injured western snowy
plovers is unlikely. Lastly, it would be difficult to attribute any injury or mortality to excessive
expenditure of energy in response to harassment or to the loss of foraging opportunities when the
natural invertebrate community is buried by sterile sand.
Therefore, we anticipate that up to 5 western snowy plovers will be injured or killed due to
project activities during the initial beach nourishment phase (during the first 6 to $ months of the
first year). During subsequent years, when maintenance and re-nourishment activities are
occurring, we anticipate that up to 1 (one) western snowy plover would be killed or injured.
After the initial phase, we expect western snowy plovers will not roost in the stockpiled sand
area and are more likely to roost in the created dunes where additional activities would not occur
that could result in take. If during the initial project activities 5 or more western snowy plovers
are found dead or injured in the action area, or in any subsequent year 1 or more western snowy
plovers are found dead or injured in the action area, activities that are likely to cause additional
take should cease because the exemption provided under section 7(o)(2) would lapse and any
additional take would not be exempt from the section 9 prohibitions. To ensure that the level of
take is commensurate with our analysis, the Corps or BBGHAD must contact our office
immediately when any injured or dead western snowy plover is found in the action area.
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REASONABLE AND PRUDENT MEASURES
The measures described below are non-discretionary, and must be undertaken by the Corps or
made binding conditions of any grant or permit issued to the (applicant), as appropriate, for the
exemption in section 7(o)(2) to apply. The Corps has a continuing duty to regulate the activity
covered by this incidental take statement. If the Corps (1) fails to assume and implement the
terms and conditions or (2) fails to require the BBGHAD to adhere to the terms and conditions of
the incidental take statement through enforceable terms that are added to the permit or grant
document, the protective coverage of section 7(o)(2) may lapse. To monitor the impact of
incidental take, the Corps or BBGHAD must report the progress of the action and its impact on
the subspecies to the Service as specified in the incidental take statement [50 CFR 402.14(i)(3)].
4’

The Service believes the following reasonable and prudent measures are necessary and
appropriate to minimize the impacts of the incidental take of western snowy plovers:
1. Specific actions must be taken to compensate for long-term effects by encouraging the
western snowy plover’s presence in the action area and monitoring the long-term impact
on the species.
2. Procedures and prohibitions must be put in place to minimize and avoid excessive
adverse effects on the western snowy plover and its habitat.
3. Authorized biologists must minimize the effects of beach nourishment and maintenance
activities on the western snowy plover.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
To be exempt from the prohibitions of section 9 of the Act, the Corps must comply with the
following terms and conditions, which implement the reasonable and prudent measures described
above and outline reporting and monitoring requirements. These terms and conditions are nondiscretionary.
The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 1:
1.1

To promote continued use of the action area as a winter roosting site, the BBGHAD must
prohibit grooming of the beach from the ordinary high tide line to the low tide line from
Point Lechuza to Trancas Lagoon, and prohibit the removal of surf-cast wrack from
Broad Beach. Kelp and other marine debris on the beach attract invertebrates that serve
as food for western snowy plovers. Grooming disrupts the interstitial community and
depresses the populations of organisms on which western snowy plovers and other
shorebirds feed. The imported sand for the beach nourishment will be sterile, so surf-cast
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wrack and other debris otherwise removed by grooming may be important for restoring
some prey base for the western snowy plover.
1.2

After the initial beach nourishment and other activities proposed by the BBGHAD are
completed, Broad Beach, including the restored dune area, must be permanently posted
that all dogs must be on a leash. Free-roaming dogs will chase western snowy plovers
and other birds exacerbating their energy demands and possibly killing or injuring
individual birds. Signs must also state that any take of western snowy plovers by dogs
could be subject dog-owners to fines for violation of section 9 of the Act.

1.3

Any trash receptacles placed on the beach following the initial (6 to 8 months) beach
nourishment and dune creation must be fitted with animal-proof lids to prevent attraction
of raccoons and other predators that may prey opportunistically on western snowy
plovers.

1.4

Because the restored and preserved dune habitat may provide winter roosting areas for
western snowy plovers, any areas deemed off-limits to beachgoers must be posted with
warnings about the potential pr&sence of western snowy plovers and what visitors should
do to avoid affecting the birds. The Service can provide examples of suitable text for the
signs.

1.5

As part of the applicant’s proposed Sensitive Biological Resources Report, the
invertebrate community in the affected areas will be monitored. The BBGHAD must
report the findings of that monitoring to the Service. If the invertebrate monitoring
indicates that natural recruitment of the imported sand is not occurring, the BBGHAD
will contact the Service to explore means of mitigating the loss of the invertebrates, such
as inoculation of the imported sand with appropriate invertebrates from a healthy beach
source.

The following terms and conditions implement the reasonable and prudent measure 2:
2.1

The limits of the project action (beach nourishment and continuing beach profile
maintenance) must be clearly marked to prevent project equipment from entering areas
beyond the smallest footprint needed to complete the activities. Colored flagging would
be appropriate to delineate the project boundaries.

2.2

Vehicles and all project activities must remain within the defined activity area and use
only designated access points and staging areas.

2.3

The work area must be kept clean to avoid attracting predators. All food and trash must
be disposed of in closed containers and removed from the project site.

2.4

Pets must be prohibited from the action area during project activities.
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2.5

Any signs or structures placed on Broad Beach must be fitted with anti-perching devices
to discourage hawks, kestrels, ravens, and other avian predators from preying on western
snowy plovers. Signs or posts with open holes may cause birds to become entangled by
their talons. Any openings or gaps that may cause such entanglement must be covered or
filled.

2.6

Vehicles in staging areas and on the beach (excluding vehicles transporting sand on
public roads between the quarries and staging area) must operate at speeds of 15 miles
per hour or less at all times, 10 miles per hour or less if western snowy plovers are within
500 feet of project activities.

2.7

Because the existing natural processes at th mouth of Trancas Creek likely provide good
foraging and roosting habitat for the western snowy plover as well as other species, the
Corps and the BBGHAD must not artificially breach Trancas Lagoon.

The following terms and conditions implement reasonable and prudent measure 3:
3.1

At least 15 days prior to commencement of construction and staging activities, the
BBGHAD must submit a plan to monitor project activities and the level of incidental take
of western snowy plovers in the action area to the Service for approval. The monitoring
plan must include a standardized mechanism for BBGHAD employees or biological
monitors to halt or modify project activities to minimize or avoid take of western snowy
plovers. It must include a mechanism for BBGHAD employees, biological monitors,
contractors, permittees, and volunteers to report any observations of dead or injured listed
animals to the appropriate Corps and Service offices. The monitoring plan must include
provisions for biologists to survey the beach before and after work each day of project
activities. The BBGHAD or Corps must collect information obtained through the
monitoring to include in the annual report to the Service that is required by this incidental
take statement and described in the “Reporting Requirements” section below.

3.2

The BBGHAD must request our approval of any qualified biologists they wish to survey
for western snowy plovers or monitor project activities pursuant to this biological
opinion. Such requests must be in writing, and be received by the Ventura Fish and
Wildlife Office at least 15 days prior to any such project activities being conducted. No
project activities can begin until the BBGHAD has received written approval from the
Service that the biologist(s) is (are) qualified and approved to conduct the work.
Authorization of Service-approved biologists is valid for this project only. (Be advised
that possession of a 10(a)(1)(A) permit for the western snowy plover does not substitute
for the implementation of this measure. A section 1 0(a)(1)(A) recovery permit is limited
to any act otherwise prohibited by section 9 of the Act for scientific purposes or to
enhance the propagation or survival of the affected species).
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The BBGHAD must provide qualified biologists to monitor western snowy plover
numbers throughout the action area (from Lechuza Point to Point Dume) during the 20year duration of the project to determine the trend of their occurrence within the action
area [as described in the Environmental Baseline section, the action area includes all of
Broad Beach and critical habitat unit CA-43 (Zuma Beach) due to direct effects and the
potential for indirect effects from downcoast sand movementJ. Results of this monitoring
must be reported to the Service annually as described in the Reporting Requirements that
follow.

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14(i)(3), the Corps must reprt, or require the BBGHAD to report, the
progress of the action and its impact on the western snowy plover to the Service as specified in
this incidental take statement; specifically, annual reports and one final report. The reports must
include: (1) a table documenting the number of western snowy plovers observed, injured, and
dead during the subject project implementation; (2) a table with the dates, times, and personnel
of surveys conducted before and during the subject project; (3) a summary of how the terms and
conditions of this biological opinion and the protective measures proposed by the Corps and the
BBGHAD worked; (4) any suggestions of how these measures could be revised to improve
conservation of this species while facilitating compliance with the Act; and (5) any conservation
recommendations that were implemented and the results of their implementation. All of this
information can be gathered consistent with the monitoring and reporting proposed by the
BBGHAD, as listed in the Project Description. This information will assist the Service in
evaluating future actions for the conservation of the listed species involved. The annual reports
must be submitted to the Service’s Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office within 2 months after
completion of project activities during each year and the final report must be submitted to the
Service’s Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office within 2 months following the completion of the
subject project.
In addition to the reporting above, the BBGHAD has proposed to prepare a Sensitive Biological
Resources Report following the third complete year of project implementation. The report will
include the results of past protocol-level surveys, as well as biological surveys conducted prior to
each backpassing event. The report will assess the presence of sensitive species and habitat and
analyze the trends in occurrence of sensitive species or habitat. The document will also include
any biologically relevant information gathered during construction monitoring activities.
BBGHAD shall submit this report to the Service within 6 months following the third complete
year of project implementation. This report will be used to direct the timing of future
backpassing and re-nourishment events so that impacts to biological resources can be minimized.
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DISPOSITION OF DEAD OR INJURED SPECIMENS
As part of this incidental take statement and pursuant to 50 CFR 402.14(i)(1)(v), upon locating a
dead or injured western snowy plover, initial notification within 3 working days of its finding
must be made by telephone and in writing to the Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office (805-6441766). The report must include the date, time, location of the carcass, a photograph, cause of
death or injury, if known, and any other pertinent information.
The Corps or BBGHAD must take care in handling injured animals to ensure effective treatment
and care, and in handling dead specimens to preserve biological material in the best possible
state. The Corps or BBGHAD must transport injured animals to a qualified veterinarian. Should
any treated western snowy plovers survive, the Corps or BBGHAD must contact the Service
regarding the final disposition of the animal(s).
The remains of any western snowy plovers must be placed with the Santa Barbara Natural
History Museum, contact: Paul Collins, Santa Barbara Natural History Museum, Vertebrate
Zoology Department, 2559 Puesta Del Sol, Santa Barbara, California 93105; 805/682-4711,
extension 321. The Corps or the BBGHAD should make arrangements with the Museum
regarding proper disposition of potential museum specimens prior to the commencement of
project activities. In the case of take or suspected take of listed species not exempted in this
biological opinion, the Ventura Fish and Wildlife Office must be notified within 24 hours.
CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Section 7(a)(1) of the Act directs federal agencies to use their authorities to further the purposes
of the Act by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and threatened
species. Conservation iommendations are discretionary agency activities to minimize or avoid
adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to help implement
recovery plans, or to develop information.
The Corps sflZuld coordinate with the BBGHAD, City of Malibu, California Department
of Fish and Game, and Service to develop and implement a long-term conservation plan
for western snowy plovers in the recovery unit between Lechuza Point and Point Dume.
The conservation plan should include management strategies that address beach
nourishment and beach sand maintenance activities, outreach programs, and designation
of areas for the western snowy plovers.
The Service requests notification of the implementation of any conservation recommendations so
we may be kept informed of actions minimizing or avoiding adverse effects or benefitting listed
species or their habitats.
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REINITIATION NOTICE

This concludes formal consultation on the actions outlined in the request. As provided in 50
CFR 402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary federal agency
involvement or control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if: (1) the
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; (2) new information reveals effects of the
agency action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not
considered in this opinion; (3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that
causes an effect to the listed species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion; or (4) a new
species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action. In instances
where the amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded, the exemption issued pursuant to
section 7(o)(2) may have lapsed and any further take could be a violation of section 4(d) or 9.
Consequently, we recommend that any operations causing such take cease pending reinitiation.
If you have any questions about this biological opinion, please contact Rick Farris of my staff at
(805) 644-1766 extension 316, or by e-mail at rick_farrisfws.gov.
Sincerely,

Stephen P. Henry
Field Supervisor
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Figure 1. Project regional location.
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Figure 3. Project detail showing extent of beach nourishment, revetment, and dune restoration
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Item 12a
Memo on Board Member Lotman
Resignation and Outline of Process to
Replace Him

MEMORANDUM
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT
TO:

BBGHAD Board

FROM:

Project Counsel

DATE:

September 15, 2016

RE:

BBGHAD: September 18, 2016 Board Meeting; Agenda Item #12a
Replacement of Board Member Lotman

FILE NO.:

11402-0001

Process of Appointing New Board Member or Holding Special Election
Board Member Jeff Lotman resigned on September 13, 2016. Because the vacancy will
be in an elective office, Government Code § 1780 controls. The District must notify the County
Elections Official (i.e., the LA County Registrar-Recorder-Clerk) of the vacancy within 15 days
of being notified of the vacancy or the effective date of the vacancy, whichever is later. Thus,
The BBGHAD must notify the County of the vacancy by September 28, 2016.
The remaining members of the Board may then fill the vacancy by either: (1) appointing
an eligible person to the seat within 60 days of being notified of the vacancy or the effective date
of the vacancy, whichever is later (here, The Board received the notification on September 13; to
appoint a successor, the Board must complete the appointment by November 12, 2016); or (2)
calling a special election within 60 days of being notified of the vacancy or the effective date of
the vacancy, whichever is later, to be held at least 130 days later. Cal. Govt. Code § 1780.
Term of Replacement Board Member & Staggered Board Elections
If the Board makes the appointment, the person appointed holds office for different terms
depending on the vacancy. Cal. Govt. Code § 1780(2)-(3). If the vacancy occurs in the first half
of the term, the person holds office until the next General District Election when a person is
elected to fill the remaining balance of the term (i.e., two years). For each election after that, a
person is elected to the normal four year term.
If the vacancy occurs in the second half of the term, the person holds office until the next
General District Election when a person is elected for the next four year term.

669994v1

September 15, 2016
Page 2

Based on guidance received from County Registrar and special counsel, and if the Board
appoints a new Board Member, the person appointed to fill the vacancy ("Replacement Board
Member") only holds office for the remainder of Mr. Lotman’s term until November 2017 when
a person is elected at that time for a full four year term. The Replacement Board Member may
run in the November 2017 election for one of the two seats (either the "Lotman" seat or the
"Grossman" seat). After that election, the terms of the five Board Members will be staggered.
FYI: Karno, Curtis, and Marine, whose terms began in January 2016, will serve full four
year terms until the November 2019 election. The "Lotman" and "Grossman" seats are up for
election in November 2017 and the persons elected will serve full four year terms. As a result,
the seats will be automatically staggered without further action (i.e., every two years either three
or two seats are up for election).
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Item 12b

Project Manager Job Description

BROAD BEACH RESTORATION PROJECT - PROJECT MANAGER POSITION
The Broad Beach Geologic Hazard Abatement District (BBGHAD) announces the opening for a Project
Manager to manage the administrative and commercial aspects of the Broad Beach Restoration Project
(Project).
Broad Beach is a mile-long stretch of beach fronting 114 private residences located in western Malibu,
just upcoast from Zuma Beach. Key elements of the Project include: (1) sand transport via trucking from
upland sand source(s), (2) beach and dune restoration to restore the sandy beach and dune habitat, (3)
landward relocation of approximately 1,600' of eastern portion of 4100' rock revetment shore
protection, and (4) future ongoing beach nourishment and monitoring. Project details can be found on
the BBGHAD website, www.bbghad.com.
The Project permitting phase is approaching completion, and design is near final, pending final input
from resource agencies. Permits have been issued by the Coastal Commission and State Lands
Commission. Construction is anticipated to commence in late summer 2017.
The primary Project team is comprised of a 5-member BBGHAD Board of Directors, a consulting
engineering/environmental team, outside legal counsel, and a Project Manager.
General position description: Key areas of desired expertise include Project logistics, program
management, sand/aggregate trucking logistics and contracting, construction industry expertise and
how projects get built and paid for. Individual should possess effective negotiation and communication
skills and a resume of successfully completed projects.
Role and Responsibilities:





Manage Project's commercial and administration aspects, including extensive coordination with
Board of Directors and counsel
Key role in soliciting and reviewing construction bids and trucking alternatives
Attend and participate in monthly BBGHAD board meetings on-site (typically Sunday)
Time commitment: 30-35 hours per week average

Required Experience:



Minimum 15-20 years professional experience in execution and financial management of capital
improvement projects
Knowledge of construction bid process, insurance and bonding

Interested parties are asked to submit a resume (no calls please) to:
Kenneth A. Ehrlich, Esq.
Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP
2049 Century Park East, 27th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90067
e-mail: kehrlich@elkinskalt.com
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Resumes/CVs Received from Potential Project
Manager Candidates

EDDIE EDWARDS III
Construction Executive

Mobile: 832-805-1907

Civilone302@gmail.com

Southern University A & M, Baton Rouge, LA.
Civil Engineering B.S. 1994
Training & Certification;
CPMS Project Manager Training
CPMS Construction Productivity Training
CPMS Safety Training
CPMS Quality Management Training
Six Sigma Certification
OSHA occupational construction Safety & Health Training
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Construction Quality Management for Contractors

I have over 25 years of experience in Engineering and Management of capital projects with a proven
success record ,which includes Program and Project Management of oil, gas & chemical transmission,
commercial construction, remediation, renewable energy, environmental restoration ,design and
construction of facilities and infrastructure, Healthcare/ Hospital medical facilities, franchise planning and
development.

Spectra Energy Corporation, Principle Project Manager, 2014 - Present – (Mega Projects)
● Responsible for overall management of Engineering and Construction Department capital projects
within assigned areas of responsibility with an emphasis on pipeline and compressor station project
execution.
● Accountable for overall project cost, schedule and performance objectives of assigned capital
projects for expanding and maintaining the plant, process and pipeline networks of the Company’s
business unit.
● Interprets internal or external business issues and recommends solutions/best practices. Solves
complex problems; takes a broad perspective to identify solutions.
● Champion the diligent adherence to the Six Phase Project Life Cycle control process on each project.
● Managed scope, cost, schedule and performance objectives for capital projects.
●Identify project risks, exposures and opportunities that may impact the success of the subject projects.
Develop and maintain the Project Risk Tracker for each assigned project.

● Facilitates forums/communication channels and the issuance of reports that reflect the status and
health of the assigned projects to the appropriate Management groups.
●Serve as the focal point for project and serve activities performed by the Engineering and
Construction Department and non-technical support groups for both internal and external customers.
●Interact directly with outside agencies to coordinate the development, implementation, and
completion of Engineering and Construction Department capital projects (includes certification filings,
technical responses to Agency requests and Agency project reporting).
● Responsible for the development, negotiation, and approval of agreements (includes construction and
ownership agreements, line relocation agreements, reimbursement agreements, onshore/offshore tie-in
agreements, offshore pipeline crossing agreements, and facility sales agreements).
● Provide leadership to formulate strategies and make decisions regarding project execution, contractor
selection, project scope, budget, and performance.
● Serve as the main contact for Engineering and Construction’s internal and external customers.
Prepare complete project proposals, present and review these with the customer, and keep the customer
adequately informed during the course of project execution.
TransCanada Oil& Gas, Keystone Pipeline System, Area Project Manager, 2010 – 2014 -($1.3
Billion segment)
● Responsible for the development and implementation of construction projects associated with the
Keystone Pipeline system and management of EPC ( Bechtel ) as defined by contract documents
● Support and help establish strategic direction around pump station engineering and pump station
mechanical and electrical packages specific to FEED work, detailed engineering, construction and
commissioning as well for procurement of major equipment
● Work with Facilities Engineering team to secure detailed engineering contractors for pump station
through contractor qualification, preparation of detailed scope, bid process, contract development and
award
●Working with project construction team, develop construction execution plan and associated strategies
including strategy for pre-fabrication in support of construction
●As part of the project team responsible for construction execution during the project implementation
phase, develop and implement a strategy that includes contractor pre-qualification, construction buildup,
construction RFP and field construction activities
●Prepare a resourcing strategy and secure a project
team including project managers, project
engineers, support staff and a construction management team in support of field construction
● Work with stakeholders, identify expectations and ensure expectations are exceeded
● Ensure completion of project deliverables on time, on budget and within scope
● Conduct project feasibility studies, cost estimating, project risk analyses, and conceptual, preliminary and
detailed design work
● Review and analyze proposal documents, codes, regulations, and laws to ensure conformance to project
deliverables and requirements
● Help manage external contractors on preliminary and detailed engineering phases of the project
● Communicate with internal and external stakeholders in a timely manner to meet project and stakeholder
expectations
● Apply standardized project management tools, processes, and templates to develop project
implementation plans, schedules, stage gates, risk registries and various other project documents
● Prepare formal reports and presentations for clients and management

● Contribute to the continuous improvement of the company's Project Management tools and processes
● Provide mentorship and project oversight to junior team members
● Track construction progress to ensure timely completion of activities and to take action where necessary
● Ensure that the project is being constructed in compliance with required design standards and
specifications; and all applicable permit and environmental requirements
● Ensure that comprehensive safety standards are in place and being enforced
● Review and evaluate all scope changes prior to implementation
● Interact with the Engineer, Construction Manager and Operations to ensure a smooth transition through
commissioning, start-up and operation
● Directs and supervise a team of project construction engineers and inspectors
● Manage the construction during EPCM in a manner that safely achieves a quality installation that meets
performance parameters set out in the Statement of Requirements within the cost and schedule targets
● Ensure that all actions, works and services undertaken by the EPCM contractors are in accordance with
respective agreements
● Ensure that cost effective solutions in engineering design are adopted while maintaining quality,
constructability, operability, and maintainability
● Ensure that the project is technically sound and optimally designed and engineered to appropriate
standards and specifications
● Provide on-site construction consultation during construction, pre-commissioning and commissioning
stages
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, MI, Senior Construction Specialist, 2008 - 2009 ($50-$70mil.)
Work as the Construction Manager on an engineering team, developed for the purpose of completing design
for large capital projects aligned with internal corporate business.
Excellent track record for successful delivery of interconnect projects on-time and on-budget from the
initial project concept assessment through completion of definition and execution phases.
Lead contract management including negotiations of contract and extra work claims.
Responsible for providing leadership to engineering and project management support personnel for the
development of project plans for Compression, Pipeline, and Interconnecting Meterstation growth projects.
Responsible for the execution of liquid and natural gas transmission pipeline, pump, and compressor station
projects, water and gas, directional /horizontal drilling projects.
Responsibilities include scope development, driving the safety process, assisting with FERC/regulatory
filings, managing the design process, preparation of construction bid packages, acquisition of permits and
clearances, and monitoring project controls (costs and schedule).
Strong knowledge in engineering design standards and natural gas industry codes and regulations including
DOT Pipeline Code 49CFR 191,192 and 193.
Managing and coordinating the work of a team of civil engineers and designers, as well as efficiently
coordinating with all other design disciplines, such as construction, procurement, project management,
project engineering, project controls, process engineering, and process automation, to successfully
complete the design of the civil portion of work for capital projects.
ERM Group, Inc., Houston, TX Senior Project Manager TX. 2007 – 2008 ($12mil.)
Estimating and facilities planning, managing compression, gas plant and pipeline projects from conception
to in service, oversight of engineering and construction contractors and inspection personnel. Support of
field midstream operations.
Develops conceptual and preliminary engineering and design for commercial and operational projects.
Manages, coordinates, and facilitates the engineering, design, contracting, construction, commissioning,
startup, and post startup support of multiple capital projects supporting Midstream business objectives.

Provides strategic, expert advice and consultation to business development and operations personnel
concerning the development, engineering, design and implementation of capital projects in the United
States.
Develops project plans, schedules, and cost estimates for all projects; prepares and manages project budgets
and performs periodic cost and productivity analyses. Reports project success and challenges to senior
functional management.
Utilizes Midstream project management processes; participates in Core Project Teams; executes Project
Manager Responsibilities.
Represents the project to internal stakeholders, customers, contractors and regulatory authorities.
Receiving requests from Commercial group for new services, technically evaluating ideas and provide
feedback on potential projects, running simulation programs to determine necessary facilities and
equipment, developing estimates for new pipelines, new compression projects and new plant projects.
Responsible for managing capital work through the construction phase of assigned projects, leading
technical investigations of operating problems, studying operational concerns and write reports with
recommendations for repairs, spec and order materials and equipment.

URS Corporation, Senior Project/Construction Manager and Real Estate, Houston, TX 1999- 2007
($60-$200 mil.)
My range of experience at URS Corporation includes,but not limited to the following projects:
General Electric Owner Representative Wind turbine Farm (Renewable Energy)
Work with regional management to ensure appropriate resources, such as development engineers, project
managers, system estimators are involved in project as and when needed. Lead the project development
team of engineers, subject matter experts and strategic partners to achieve the scope within the approved
budget and schedule. Represent the development team in operational and risk reviews of the bundled
solution.
ConocoPhillips ,Construction Manager
Responsible for maintaining all safety reports, logs and other documentation to ensure compliance with
federal, state and local agencies.
Responsible for facilitating all government safety inspections for designated location(s) and responds in a
timely manner in coordination with facility management to inquiries/inspections by loss control service
provider and government agencies (OSHA, EPA, Insurance Carrier, etc.).
Developing, maintaining and implementing safety/environmental procedures, programs, incentive
programs and awareness material to reduce, control and eliminate occupational safety/ environmental and
health hazards. Develops and provides direction for Safety Committees.
Responsible for performing accident investigations, conducting safety audits to ensure compliance with
company & governmental regulations, ensures understanding and enforcement of plant safety rules.
Provides special training programs, including Supervisor safety training and special employee safety
training programs, maintains accident records and supporting documentation.
Responsible for ensuring that facility and all contractors/vendors are in compliance with all Federal, State,
and Local safety/environmental regulations and compliance to include timely submission of all
environmental reports with the appropriate interface with regulator agency personnel and lost control
service providers.
Conducting environmental audits to ensure compliance with company and governmental procedures and
regulations. Directly supervises the undertaking of, identification of hazards, evaluation of risk, and the
design and implementation of hazard control measures applicable to research projects, teaching , fieldwork,
purchasing plant equipment and chemicals, and service operations.
Responsible for maintaining appropriate documentation of procedures and interventions arising from risk
assessment, including occupation health and safety considerations in the design specification, purchase,

hire, lease and supply of new plant equipment, materials, products and substances used in the work place.
Ensuring the provisions of plant safety systems and personal protective equipment required to control the
risk of hazards in the workplace.
Regional Project Manager -Texas (Facilities Franchise Planning & Development of Commercial Centers)
Responsible for providing consulative, instructional, and construction management services to subsidiary
management team in the areas of real estate, facility design, construction, and maintenance. In addition, this
position provides guidance in contractor and vendor selection.

Potential Recruiters Suggested by Clerk/Treasurer

Qualified Candidates for Engineering Jobs
ESF Careers (Engineering Search Firm Inc.) is a professional recruitment agency that places qualified candidates with
clients in the automotive, aerospace, engineering, manufacturing, logistics, skilled and technical trade industries across
North America.
Our extensive database of qualified candidates combined with one of the largest professional job databases gives us the
edge on professional recruitment services as a leading engineering recruitment agency, ideally matching qualified
candidates with job opportunities.
Qualified candidates find more than just engineering jobs at ESF Careers (Engineering Search Firm Inc.). As a
professional recruitment agency the biggest advantage is our team. You get to work with professional recruiters that are
educated, efficient, experienced and successful at placing qualified candidates with the right employers.
As a leading professional engineering recruitment agency ESF Careers (Engineering Search Firm Inc.). has been
working with employers of all sizes from small startups to large Fortune 500 companies for more than 15 years. ESF
Careers (Engineering Search Firm Inc.). and its team of professional recruiters understands the importance of finding
the perfect candidates for your job opportunities.

NAL /

National Engineering Search (NES) is an executive recruiting firm which specializes in the civil engineering profession. Our energies are directed toward
locating and recruiting the finest Civil Engineering and Associated Business Talent for diverse client organizations throughout North America. Our reputation
and commitment to producing superior results, combined with our consistent record of successful placements has allowed National Engineering Search (NES) to
develop strong business partnerships with industry-leading clients and trusted relationships with top quality candidates. Founded in 1995, National Engineering
Search (NES) has become a leader in the Civil marketplace. We understand the dynamics that drive the markets in which we operate. Our seasoned team utilizes
every available means to ensure that we deliver the most qualified talent on a timely basis.
Specialties
Geotechnical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Transportation Engineering, Structural Engineering, Environmental Engineering, Wastewater, Land Development, Tunnel
Engineering, Sales / Business Development, Construction Materials Testing

•

Website
http://www.nes-llc.com

Item 13a
BBGHAD Monthly Cash Flow &
Allocated Budget

Broad Beach GHAD
Cash Flow
Board Meeting 9/18/16
Cash in Bank August 23, 2016

$3,408,295.91

Sources of Cash:
Cash collected

N/A

Disbursements from August 23, 2016 through September 13, 2016
Date
8/30/16
8/30/16
8/31/16
8/31/16
8/31/16
8/31/16
8/31/16
9/1/16
9/2/16
9/2/16
9/2/16

Check#
3640
3646
3641
3642
3644
3671
3672
3645
3647
3648
3643

Description
Elkins Kalt Weintraub
Elkins Kalt Weintraub
Moffatt & Nichol
Clerk/Treasurer Fuchs June/July 2016
California State Lands Commission
Moffatt & Nichol
Clerk/Treasurer Fuchs July/August
Colantuono, Highsmith, Whatley
Vectis Strategies LLC
Vectis Strategies LLC
California Marine Sanctuary (SAP) Managing Fees

Total invoices paid August/September 2016

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

53,907.98
76,007.26
121,347.54
1,108.67
1,693.48
28,950.00
3,971.94
3,281.00
10,000.00
10,000.00
60,000.00

$

370,267.87

Cash Ending Balance as of September 13, 2016
UNPAID BILLS
Date
Received
5/22/16
8/19/16
9/6/16
9/6/16
9/12/16

Invoice#

Vendor Name

3618 The Bay Foundation
West End Refunds (22 checks) total
31411
Colantuono Highsmith Whatley
433568
Ramboll Environ
3675
Elkins Kalt
Estimated Unpaid Bills

Amount
$ 214,500.00
$ 167,600.64
$
617.50
$ 1,489.51
$ 83,023.11
$ 467,230.76

TR 9-18-16

Cash on hand 10/27/15: $1,804,418.04

Budget

Actual
Nov-15

FY2015-16

Dec-15

Jan-16

Feb-16

Mar-16

Apr-16

May-16

Jun-16

Jul-16

Aug-16

Total
Income/Expense
Nov. 2015-August
2016

Variance

Income:
Annual Assessment 2015-16 $
Deposits
L.A. County
Swim Club
West End Refunds
Income Total:

3,138,625.00
$ 1,231,570.00 $ 307,912.50 $ 454,332.75
$
29,750.00

$ 623,361.00 $
$ 29,750.00

415,362.84

$ 1,261,320.00 $ 307,912.50 $ 454,332.75

$ 653,111.00 $

415,362.84

$ 7,883.75 $

3,718.75 $
$
$ 167,600.64 $
$ 7,883.75 $ 3,718.75 $

3,044,141.59
59,500.00
(167,600.64)
2,936,040.95 $

202,584.05

Estimated Annual Expense FY2015-2016
Administration/Accounting & Insurance
$
Project Manager
Clerk/Treasurer
L.A. County fees

150,000.00
$

11,970.74 $
$

11,635.00 $ 11,998.50 $ 11,789.00 $ 23,739.70 $ 12,727.34 $
4,539.25 $ 1,003.24 $ 1,210.09 $ 2,414.54 $ 1,255.83

12,554.95 $
$

12,703.66 $ 11,816.76
2,054.30
$

$
5,080.61 $

120,935.65
17,557.86

$

138,493.51

$ 60,000.00 $

120,000.00

$ 1,693.48 $
TTL SAP
$

1,693.48
121,693.48 $

Total admin.
Annual Monitoring
Total:
$ 400,000.00
SAP/California Marine Sanctuary Foundation Managing fees
$
SAP/California Marine Sanctuary Foundation Monitoring Fees
$

180,000.00

Permitting Fees

896,000.00

$

$

60,000.00

220,000.00

Lobbyist Fees: Neish Inc. - CCC
Vectis Strategies-U.S. Army Corps
Legal Fees: Elkins Kalt
Legal Fees: Colantuono Highsmith & Whatley
Engineering Fees: Moffat & Nichol
:ENGEO
Ramboll Environ
U.S. Army Corps Mitigation: The Bay Foundation
State Lands Commission - Back Rent

$
$
$

16,219.53
78,411.83 $
$
185,807.68
$

$ 9,070.26
$ 10,000.00
37,247.21 $ 74,825.37
12,346.00 $ 2,155.50
$ 106,460.85
880.00

$ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
$ 27,271.84 $ 32,514.83
$
190.00
$ 68,198.49 $ 41,859.99

$ 10,000.00
$ 65,221.15
$ 1,861.00
$ 133,071.75

$
$
$
$

10,000.00
48,212.09
47.50
112,706.54

$

214,500.00

$
$ 20,000.00 $
$ 129,915.24 $
929.50 $ 3,281.00 $
$ 150,297.54 $
$
4,156.79 $ 4,075.28
$
$

$ 10,000.00
$ 53,754.74
$
47.50 $
$ 128,808.40
$

TTL Permit. Fees
Beach Nourishment
Amt Financed
Miscellaneous Expense
Debt Service

$

25,289.79
80,000.00
547,374.30
20,858.00
927,211.24
880.00
8,232.07
214,500.00
1,824,345.40 $

$ 10,750,000.00
$ (10,750,000.00)
$
182,300.00
$ 2,347,312.00
$

278,306.52

$

(928,345.40)

182,300.00

3,975,612.00

Expense Total:

$
FY2015-16

292,409.78 $
Nov-15

66,647.46 $ 215,513.72 $ 118,659.42 $ 110,529.06 $ 224,137.07 $
Dec-15

Jan-16

Feb-16

Mar-16

Apr-16

458,021.08 $ 211,525.39 $ 16,821.54 $ 370,267.87 $ 2,084,532.39
Nov. 2015-Aug.
Jun-16
Jul-16
Aug-16
2016

May-16

Assumptions
Beach Frontage (excluding Western 22 parcels)
Annual Assesment per foot of Beach Frontage
Beach Frontage of Western 22 Parcels
Annual Assessment per Foot of Beach Frontage of
Western 22 Parcels
Annual Adjustment in Assessment (est.)
Escalation in Annual Costs (est.)
Investment Earnings (est.)
Frequency of Sand Nourishment (years)
Cost of Sand Nourishment (current $)
Budget /actual
updated 9/13/16

